


2011 National Retail Report

To our valued clients:

The economy weathered numerous challenges and setbacks as it made slow progress toward recovery last year. 
Caution gradually gave way to more confi dence toward the end of 2010 as consumers surprised to the upside in expen-
ditures and companies began to increase hiring. To be sure, profound issues and risks will linger well into 2011, particu-
larly high unemployment, high consumer and public-sector debt, the potential for sovereign debt contagion, and rising 
commodity prices. These issues should not overshadow key indicators that affi rm a solid footing for the U.S. economy, 
including the return of core retail sales and corporate earnings to pre-recession levels and the creation of more than 1.3 
million private-sector jobs in 2010. While job creation last year was tepid, especially in light of the 8.4 million jobs cut 
during the Great Recession, it was a solid start and better than the early stages of the last two recovery cycles.

Consumers, though hampered by high unemployment and limited credit, will make positive contributions to 
growth this year, but they still lack the wherewithal to propel the economy as they have in previous recoveries. In this 
cycle, businesses must assume the lead, a trend that will slowly manifest over the course of 2011 as companies gain 
suffi cient confi dence to expand capital expenditures and long-term hiring. In the near term, companies will continue to 
rely on temporary employment to keep expenses low and options open, though easing uncertainty and strengthening 
demand by midyear will encourage business spending and stronger job creation in the second half.

The Fed’s latest round of quantitative easing signals continued willingness to mitigate near-term risks to the re-
covery and limit the rise in interest rates down the line. The extension of the Bush-era tax cuts, which were scheduled 
to sunset at the end of 2010, will stimulate the economy and bring badly needed clarity to the markets. Eventually, the 
excess liquidity will have to be removed from the system before it creates a serious threat of infl ation, but the reduction 
must be done without killing the recovery, a delicate balance that defi nes a major challenge for the Fed.

The retail sector reached bottom and showed signs of recovery ahead of expectations. The drop-off in store clo-
sures, the near standstill of new speculative construction and expansion by stronger tenants were welcome develop-
ments in 2010. Investors returned to the market aggressively, especially in the later part of the year, but remained 
extremely selective, willing to pay a premium for quality, low-risk assets and shying away from lower-tier offerings. 
Further recovery in occupancies and investment volumes should materialize in 2011, leading to a solid year for both, 
thanks largely to improved capital markets and more active lenders. The nuances of today’s retail market cannot be 
overemphasized, however, as missing them could lead to investment and operational mistakes. Most profoundly, the 
recovery in consumption is uneven at best, with nonstore retail sales substantially outpacing traditional retailing. Even 
strong tenants like Best Buy can be stung by rapid changes and pricing pressures created by e-commerce, as evidenced 
by disappointing earnings. Proximity to density will be another exaggerated factor driving tenant and buyer demand, 
as the bulk of overbuilding and distress in retail is in outlying areas and mirrors that of the housing bust. Infi ll shop-
ping centers and credit single-tenant properties will rule again in 2011, but the appetite for higher yield and justifi ca-
tion for at least moderately higher risk will take investors down the quality chain this year.

To assist you in planning and executing a successful investment strategy, we are pleased to present our 2011 
National Retail Report. Included is our National Retail Index (NAI), a forward-looking ranking of 44 markets based 
upon forecast economic, supply and demand conditions. We hope you will fi nd this report helpful, and our investment 
professionals look forward to assisting you in meeting your goals.

Sincerely,

John J. Kerin    Hessam Nadji
President and     Managing Director
Chief Executive Offi cer   Research and Advisory Services
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National Retail Index
◆ Washington, D.C., retained the #1 spot in the 2011 National Retail Index (NRI), while New York City advanced two places 

to #2. San Diego, Los Angeles and Orange County round out the top fi ve, as California’s perennial supply constraints keep 
vacancies low and place upward pressure on effective rents and revenue projections.

◆ Tech regions Austin, San Francisco, Boston, San Jose and Seattle comprise the bottom half of the top 10. These markets boast 
low vacancy rate forecasts, with the exception of Austin, which moved up in the ranking thanks to favorable employment 
growth projections, robust migration trends and expectations for strong retail sales.

◆ Many metros hardest hit by the housing downturn advanced in the NRI but remain near the bottom. Tampa (#31) and Or-
lando (#32) moved up fi ve and eight places, respectively. West Palm Beach (#34) rose one spot, and Fort Lauderdale (#37), 
Phoenix (#35) and Las Vegas (#40) gained two. Midwestern and second-tier metros account for many of this year’s declines, 
due more to recovery in core markets than a deterioration in local economic performance or space fundamentals.

National Economy
◆ Approximately 2 million jobs will be created in 2011, led by business and professional services, healthcare, education, a cycli-

cal rebound in technology, and exports. Larger multinational fi rms will fl ourish, while many local businesses will struggle 
with fi nances, limited credit availability and the weak housing market.

◆ Extension of Bush-era tax cuts and additional measures could provide a modest increase to GDP growth in 2011, resulting in a 
gain of 2.5 percent to 3.0 percent. Unlike in 2010, the private sector will have to propel growth with less government infl uence.

◆ While the economy will gain traction this year, headwinds will persist. Unemployment will remain elevated as labor force 
growth subverts accelerated job gains, housing stays relatively weak amid elevated foreclosures and the consumer sector 
continues to deleverage from record levels of debt.

National Retail Overview
◆ Rising confi dence in economic conditions and job gains will set the stage for a revival in retail space demand that will materi-

alize partially in 2011 and develop more aggressively in 2012. Retail vacancy began to decline in 2010 after surging 310 basis 
points through the recession and will slip to 10 percent by year end.

◆ Record-low retail completions this year, combined with a doubling of space demand, will support a recovery in fundamen-
tals. Between 2010 and 2011, new supply will total just 85 million square feet, down from an annual average of 202 million 
square feet between 2004 and 2008.

◆ Rent reductions have abated, but owners will continue struggling to regain pricing power, particularly as leases roll over. Oc-
cupancy levels must improve well beyond what is expected in 2011 to stimulate broad-based rent growth, pushing stronger 
gains into 2012. 

Capital Markets
◆ Quantitative easing by the Federal Reserve and low infl ation will keep the 10-year Treasury yield range-bound between 3.5 

percent and 4.0 percent. Lender spreads will ease moderately, ranging between 200 basis points and 300 basis points depend-
ing on property quality and capital source, down from 560 basis points at the peak of the crisis.

◆ Lending for lower-quality, but not distressed, assets will increase slowly until economic performance proves out in the fi rst 
half of 2011. Loan assumptions and seller fi nancing, which accounted for 29 percent of fi nancing in 2010, will ease but con-
tinue to fi ll the fi nancing gap.

◆ Retail delinquencies remain elevated, with CMBS loans refl ecting the highest level at 8.58 percent. Workout volume increas-
ingly outpaces new distress, however, now at its lowest point in two years. The volume of distress sales will expand as lend-
ers’ stronger balance sheets and improving property values induce more sales, but the majority will be lower-quality assets.

Retail Investment Outlook
◆ Sales volume is expected to increase 25 percent to 30 percent in 2011, approaching levels in line with historical norms. Sales 

volume rebounded in 2010, rising by 41 percent to an estimated $47 billion, after plunging 70 percent from the 2007 peak.

◆ The tight band between best-in-class property cap rates and interest rates, along with growing confi dence in the economy, 
will move investors down the quality chain. Improved lender sentiment and cash positions, together with investors’ perspec-
tive that retail real estate will generate healthy, if unspectacular, returns, will facilitate this progression.

◆ While lenders will be better positioned to dispose of reclaimed real estate as fi nancial conditions improve in 2011, discounts 
will narrow as confi dence grows in the recovery. Given limited conventional foreclosures, injections of fresh equity into un-
derwater transactions and note sales will offer alternative vehicles to participate in the distressed market.
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2011 National Retail Index

Core Coastal and Tech Markets Dominate Top One-Third of NRI

Better-than-average employment growth forecasts, elevated income 
levels and, in most cases, low vacancy rates characterize the top markets 
in the 2011 National Retail Index (NRI). Washington, D.C., retained the 
#1 spot, while New York City moved up two places to #2. San Diego (#3) 
edged down one position, and both Los Angeles (#4) and Orange County 
(#5) climbed two spots. Southern California’s economy generally lags the 
nation, but its retail markets benefi t from perennial supply constraints that 
keep vacancies low and place upward pressure on effective rents and rev-
enue projections. Tech regions comprise the next fi ve markets: Austin (#6), 
San Francisco (#7), Boston (#8), San Jose (#9) and Seattle (#10). With the 
exception of Austin, these markets boast low vacancy rate forecasts. Aus-
tin’s move into the top 10 came by way of a favorable employment growth 
projection, robust migration trends and expectations for strong retail sales.

The next fi ve markets are mixed. Forecasts for below-average job 
growth drove down New Jersey (#11) six places and cost Philadelphia 
(#12) two spots. Philadelphia’s relatively stable economy moved it higher 
in the ranking in past years but drags on its 2011 rank as other markets post 
stronger recoveries. Portland (#13), San Antonio (#14) and Houston (#15) 
all made headway due to strong employment growth forecasts. While Port-
land outranks the two Texas markets based on tighter vacancy, Houston 
and San Antonio will generate outsized retail sales and revenue growth in 
2011 due to stellar demographics and stabilized housing markets.

Sun Belt, Mountain Markets Advance in Mid-Tier; Midwest Slips

Dallas/Fort Worth (#18) and Miami (#21) both moved up fi ve posi-
tions. Dallas/Fort Worth ranks third in employment growth for 2011, 
while Miami will achieve above-average retail sales and post one of the 
lowest vacancy rates of this subset. Denver (#16) rose three spots on solid 
employment prospects and migration trends, while Salt Lake City (#23) 
picked up two places on a forecast for strong retail sales. St. Louis (#27) and 
Atlanta (#28) rank similarly on employment and retail sales, but St. Louis 
outperforms Atlanta with a lower vacancy rate and less new construction 
on the horizon. Riverside-San Bernardino (#30) advanced two places on 
favorable demographic growth and proximity to the Port of Los Angeles.

The nine declining markets in the middle one-third of the NRI include 
a handful in the Midwest, as well as a few second-tier metros. Minneapolis-
St. Paul (#17) dropped fi ve spots, while Chicago (#19) declined three posi-
tions, and Kansas City (#26) and Columbus (#29) both moved down two. 
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Slippage in the Midwest refl ects recovery in coastal, core and dynamic 
markets more than specifi c declines in economic performance or space fun-
damentals. Oakland (#20), on the other hand, boasts relatively high marks 
for its low vacancy rates and above-average rents but fell in the index due 
to weak employment, retail sales and revenue growth prospects for 2011.

Hard-Hit Housing Markets, Slower-Growth Midwest Account for
Most of Bottom One-Third

Many metros signifi cantly affected by the housing downturn advanced 
in the NRI but remain near the bottom. Tampa (#31) and Orlando (#32) 
moved up fi ve and eight places, respectively, while West Palm Beach (#34) 
rose one spot, and Fort Lauderdale (#37) gained two. Most of the Florida 
markets rank highly on forecasts for employment and retail sales growth, 
but elevated vacancy rates and lower effective rents dragged down their 
overall scores. Phoenix (#35) and Las Vegas (#40), which both rose two 
spots this year, rank well on job growth for 2011 but battle high vacancies. 
Other weak housing markets, including Tucson (#38), Sacramento (#39) 
and Jacksonville (#44), lost more ground. Midwestern markets account for 
most of the remaining metros due to relatively weak economic prospects, 
slower population growth and above-average vacancy rates.

Index Methodology

The NRI is a snapshot analysis that ranks 44 major retail markets 
based upon a series of 12-month forward-looking economic and supply 
and demand variables. Markets are ranked based on their cumulative 
weighted-average scores for various indicators, including forecast em-
ployment growth, vacancy, construction, household formation, retail 
sales and rents. Taking into account both the forecast level and incremen-
tal change over the next year, the index is designed to indicate relative 
supply and demand conditions at the metro level.

Users of the index are cautioned to keep several important points in 
mind. First, the NRI is not designed to predict the performance of indi-
vidual investments. A carefully chosen property in the bottom-ranked 
market could easily outperform a poor choice in the top-ranked market. 
Second, the index ranking is a snapshot of a one-year time horizon. A 
market facing diffi culties in the near term may provide excellent long-
term prospects, and vice versa. Third, a market’s ranking may fall from 
one year to the next even if its fundamentals are strengthening.

It is also important to note that the NRI is an ordinal index, and differ-
ences in specifi c rankings should be carefully interpreted. A top-ranked 
market is not necessarily twice as good as the second-ranked market, for 
example, nor is it 10 times better than the 10th-ranked market.

Markets with the Highest
Expected 2011 Household Growth
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 Rank Rank 10-11
MSA 2011 20101 Change

Washington, D.C. 1 1 ■ 0

New York City 2 4 ▲ 2

San Diego 3 2 ▼ 1

Los Angeles 4 6 ▲ 2

Orange County 5 7 ▲ 2

Austin 6 11 ▲ 5

San Francisco 7 3 ▼ 4

Boston 8 9 ▲ 1

San Jose 9 13 ▲ 4

Seattle 10 8 ▼ 2

New Jersey 11 5 ▼ 6

Philadelphia 12 10 ▼ 2

Portland 13 14 ▲ 1

San Antonio 14 17 ▲ 3

Houston 15 21 ▲ 6

Denver 16 19 ▲ 3

Minneapolis-St. Paul 17 12 ▼ 5

Dallas/Fort Worth 18 23 ▲ 5

Chicago 19 16 ▼ 3

Oakland 20 18 ▼ 2

Miami 21 26 ▲ 5

New Haven 22 15 ▼ 7

Salt Lake City 23 25 ▲ 2

Louisville 24 20 ▼ 4

Charlotte 25 22 ▼ 3

Kansas City 26 24 ▼ 2

St. Louis 27 28 ▲ 1

Atlanta 28 31 ▲ 3

Columbus 29 27 ▼ 2

Riverside-San Bernardino 30 32 ▲ 2

Tampa 31 36 ▲ 5

Orlando 32 40 ▲ 8

Milwaukee 33 30 ▼ 3

West Palm Beach 34 35 ▲ 1

Phoenix 35 37 ▲ 2

Indianapolis 36 29 ▼ 7

Fort Lauderdale 37 39 ▲ 2

Tucson 38 34 ▼ 4

Sacramento 39 33 ▼ 6

Las Vegas 40 42 ▲ 2

Cincinnati 41 38 ▼ 3

Detroit 42 44 ▲ 2

Cleveland 43 41 ▼ 2

Jacksonville 44 43 ▼ 1

1 See National Retail Index Note on page 62.
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Persistent negative business headlines undervalue many positive 
trends supporting economic growth. The United States added 1.3 
million private-sector jobs in 2010, corporate profi ts recovered to pre-

recessionary levels, and exports and business investment accelerated, with 
manufacturing- and service-sector readings consistently signaling expan-
sion. Retail sales recently surpassed pre-recessionary levels, a critical bell-
wether of consumer demand. The economy regained its footing from the 
dual economic and fi nancial crises sooner than anticipated, but a fi tful tran-
sition from government initiatives to the private sector fuels angst about 
the outlook. The effects of deleveraging from record public and consumer 
debt, an encumbered housing market, and questions about the source of 
future jobs remain headwinds, but the tide has begun to turn.

Notwithstanding the recent strength in consumer spending, near-term 
economic growth will depend upon corporate America. Companies remain 
hesitant to invest aggressively in expansion and permanent workers, demon-
strated by record levels of temporary hiring. The roots of this deep-seated cau-
tion tie to uncertainty regarding taxes, housing, the possibility of a double-dip 
recession and their implications for durable end demand, the crux of corpo-
rate confi dence. Mounting evidence against the double-dip scenario and ex-
tension of the Bush-era tax cuts, supercharged by other stimulative measures 
in the bill, resulted in upward forecast revisions for economic growth. Impor-
tantly, the bill brings clarity to the markets, which should boost momentum 
this year. Beyond the short-term outlook, the effects of deleveraging will curb 
the strength of expansion. Retail property owners and investors should pre-
pare for solid, but not record-setting, growth over the next two years.

2011 National Economic Outlook

◆ Employment Growth Will Accelerate. The forecast addition of two mil-
lion jobs in 2011 will bolster consumption and growth. Business and pro-
fessional services, healthcare, education, a cyclical rebound in technol-
ogy, and exports will lead job creation.

◆ Top-Line Growth Rate Rising. Extension of Bush-era tax cuts and ad-
ditional measures could provide a modest increase to GDP growth. GDP 
will rise by 2.5 percent to 3.0 percent as the private sector propels gains 
with less government infl uence. Larger multinational fi rms will fl ourish 
while small to mid-sized companies struggle with fi nances and impaired 
credit access. A similar bifurcation exists among retailers, with many lo-
cal businesses impaired by debt and a weak housing market.

◆ Elevated Unemployment, Weak Housing Create Drag. Distressed home 
sales currently account for nearly 30 percent of total sales and will remain 
a central theme for housing in 2011. Foreclosures will undermine con-
sumer sentiment and spending power and pose a risk to the banking in-
dustry. Additionally, unemployment will remain elevated as labor force 
growth subverts accelerated job gains, further slowing retail sales rises.

◆ Steady Retail Sales; Shift in Shopping Patterns. The Great Recession 
amplifi ed the value and convenience orientation of consumers and may 
induce longer-term shifts in shopping patterns. Nonstore, or online, re-
tail sales posted a 24 percent gain in the last two years compared to the 
traditional sectors’ average gain of 6 percent to 8 percent. In late 2010, 
total retail sales posted 8 percent year-over-year growth for three con-
secutive months, and holiday sales posted the best results since 2007. 
Sales will rise but at a slower pace in 2011 as consumers limit spending.

Increasing Clarity to Aid Recovery Momentum;
Deleveraging Curbing Full Expansion

* Estimate ** Forecast *** Through November
† Based on Employment for 12 Mos. After Contraction Period
‡ Based on Employment for 2nd & 3rd Yrs. After Contraction Period
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The leveling off of store closures and abatement in lease renegotia-
tions offer signs of a nascent recovery in the retail property sector. 
Construction starts have plummeted, setting the stage for occupancy 

improvement in 2011. Except for premier locations, recapturing lost rev-
enue will take several years for most retail property owners. The sharp 
increase in vacancy rates, the most severe in recent history, masks the per-
formance gap by retail category. This gap is defi ned by strength in luxury 
sales thanks to the rebound in affl uent shoppers’ spending sooner than 
most and, at the low end of the spectrum, where discount retailing benefi ts 
from a new level of frugality that has surprised even industry veterans. 
The near explosion in online sales may rekindle worries about the future 
of brick-and-mortar retail, but location and attraction still rule. Operating 
performance of infi ll shopping centers is a far cry from centers located in 
suburban, particularly fringe, areas, which captured the lion’s share of 
overbuilt housing. Older malls, unable to attract the “in” tenants, continue 
to struggle. Fortress malls in superior locations are thriving, however, hav-
ing shifted tenant mix surprisingly fast and collaborated with distressed 
merchants to preserve occupancy.

Owners will compete intensely to attract top-performing national re-
tailers, well-funded new concepts, and dominant grocery and drugstore 
names. Within the grocery and drug categories, the most sought-after ten-
ant will be local retailers with a proven ability to survive the Walmart and 
Target threat. Virtually all shopping center owners worry about small, local 
retailers who occupy in-line shop space. Recovery in this segment is heavily 
tied to housing, a source of both confi dence and equity for many startups 
and small tenants. The restoration of home equity lending and other credit 
lines will extend well beyond 2011. Confi dence in economic conditions and 
job gains will set the stage for a revival in demand that will materialize 
partially in 2011 and develop more aggressively in 2012.

2011 National Retail Outlook

◆ Vacancies to Post Modest Decline. The retail vacancy rate increased 310 
basis points to 10.2 percent through the Great Recession. Four consecu-
tive quarters of positive net absorption and the lowest completions on 
record last year reversed the trend. The retail vacancy rate will fall fur-
ther to 10 percent in 2011. Vacancies at smaller retail centers, including 
community, neighborhood and strip retail, ended 2010 at 11.8 percent.

◆ Uneven Recovery in Retail Sectors. Sporting goods, apparel and health/ 
personal categories lead the rebound in sales within store-based retail-
ing; furniture and electronics lag due to deep discounts, online sales and 
housing weakness. Discount retailers, department stores and luxury re-
tail are expected to remain strong over the coming year.

◆ Rent Declines Abate, but Pricing Power Absent. Retail rents stabilized 
in late 2010 and should remain fi rm. Occupancy levels must improve 
well beyond what is expected in 2011 to stimulate broad-based rent 
growth, pushing strengthened gains into 2012.

◆ Demand Will Surpass New Supply. New construction averaged 202 mil-
lion square feet between 2004 and 2008. In comparison, retail completions 
in 2010 and 2011 set record lows, totaling a combined 85 million square 
feet. A doubling in forecast demand to 64 million square feet in 2011 will 
surpass completions and support recovery in space fundamentals.

Headline Recovery Forming;
Strength in Retail Anything but Uniform

 * Estimate ** Forecast
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Last year’s marked improvement in capital markets will extend into 
2011, with more fi nancing available for a broader range of retail prop-
erties. The factors behind the gradual but decisive advance include an 

improving economy, the bottoming of retail property fundamentals, an ac-
commodative Federal Reserve that has held interest rates low and lenders’ 
strengthening capital positions. Today’s vital signs present a sharp contrast 
to one year ago, namely 1.3 million more private-sector jobs and the rebound 
in corporate profi ts and retail sales to pre-recession levels. The result is more 
visibility and confi dence that the recovery will survive the recent soft patch. 
Lenders will now shift gears from survival to putting capital to work and 
maximizing profi ts through the spread on capital costs, which remains near 
zero for banks. The retail sector’s tendency to reinvent and its repositioning 
over the past two years bode well for a new round of funding for the next in-
vestment cycle, a shift refl ected in improved lending by commercial banks, 
life insurance companies and resurrection of the CMBS market.

The rising tide of retail fi nancing will be anything but smooth. Cautious 
lenders will keep loan-to-values near 60 percent for all but the best-in-class 
properties, a far cry from the market peak. Proximity to jobs, strength and 
diversity of rent roll will point most lenders to infi ll, quality properties. As 
opportunistic buyers seek higher B and B- cap rates without excessive risk, 
however, lenders will increasingly move down the value chain to fi nance 
such assets. Lingering weakness in housing, commercial bank earnings and 
global debt concerns will remain front and center in 2011. The biggest risk 
to the capital markets’ improvement is a reversal of macro-level confi dence.

2011 Capital Markets Outlook

◆ Long-Term Rates to Remain Low. Quantitative easing by the Federal Re-
serve and low infl ation will keep interest rates range-bound between 3.5 
percent to 4.0 percent. Lender spreads will ease moderately, ranging be-
tween 200 basis points and 300 basis points depending on property qual-
ity and capital source, down from 560 basis points at the peak of the crisis.

◆ Life Companies, Banks, CMBS Lending. Life companies will offer com-
petitive terms on top-tier assets. Despite rising loan volumes, high com-
mercial delinquency rates and regulatory reform will limit market share 
of commercial banks in 2011. CMBS issuance will continue to grow mod-
erately until new regulations impose more “skin in the game” and foster 
higher investor confi dence. Life companies and foreign banks will gain 
market share ceded by local and regional banks.

◆ More Financing for Mid-Tier Properties, but Loan Assumption Still Vi-
tal. Retail loan originations rose 11 percent in 2010, dominated by top-tier 
assets. Lending for lower-quality, but not distressed, assets will increase 
moderately until economic performance proves out in the fi rst half of 
2011. Loan assumptions and seller fi nancing, which accounted for 29 per-
cent of fi nancing in 2010, will ease but continue to fi ll the fi nancing gap.

◆ Distressed Sales to Increase. Retail distress for this cycle totals $24 bil-
lion, only 17 percent of which has been sold off. Retail delinquencies re-
main elevated, with CMBS loans refl ecting the highest level at 8.58 per-
cent, but workout volume increasingly outpaces new distress, now at the 
lowest point in two years. The volume of distress sales will increase as 
lenders’ stronger balance sheets and improving property values induce 
more sales, but the majority will be lower-quality assets.

Steady March Toward Normalcy
Expands Retail Investment Recovery

* Through 3Q ** Through October *** Through Dec. 24
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Retail Cap Rate Trends by Market Type
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11%Capital returned to retail real estate throughout 2010 but remained se-
lective and risk-averse as the economy emerged from the deep reces-
sion. Institutional capital sent sales volumes soaring off extreme lows. 

This infl ux of selective capital created intense buyer competition and cap 
rate recompression for best-in-class assets. Retail REITs’ extraordinary re-
covery, at nearly three times that of the S&P 500, clearly illustrates this trend. 
Alongside top-tier multi-tenant assets, highly rated single-tenant properties 
continued to capture demand from cash-fl ow-oriented private investors. 
The balance will shift to include more diversity in asset quality and markets 
in 2011 as improved economic performance and stronger consumption top 
the list of factors encouraging investors to move beyond top-tier assets.

The tight band between best-in-class property cap rates and interest 
rates, along with growing confi dence in the economy, will move investors 
down the quality chain. Improved lender sentiment and cash positions, 
together with investors’ perspective that retail real estate will generate 
healthy, if unspectacular, returns, will facilitate this progression. Lenders’ 
refusal to fi re sale quality assets has frustrated the ambitions of opportunis-
tic buyers, resulting in IRR goals pared from north of 20 percent. Given this 
distinctly different backdrop than the early 1990s real estate crisis, a low 
double-digit leveraged return for a mid-tier shopping center in a secondary 
location does not seem so bad today, especially in light of a growing econo-
my and still-low interest rates. Risk tolerance will expand in 2011, especially 
among private investors who were reluctant to jump back into the market 
in 2010. Buyers and lenders alike, however, will scrutinize weak secondary 
and tertiary locations; older, unanchored centers that need repositioning; 
or busted development in outlying areas. Injections of fresh equity into un-
derwater transactions and note sales offer alternative vehicles to participate 
in the distressed market, given limited conventional foreclosures, but dis-
counts will narrow as lenders and owners gain confi dence in the recovery.

2011 Investment Outlook

◆ Recovery in Retail Property Sales to Continue. Sales volumes of retail 
properties rebounded in 2010, increasing by 41 percent to an estimated 
$47 billion, after a 70 percent plunge from its 2007 peak. Overall sales 
volume is expected to increase an additional 25 percent to 30 percent in 
2011, approaching levels more in line with historical norms.

◆ Retail Prices Reach Bottom, Poised for Recovery. Retail prices stabi-
lized in late 2010, following a 30 percent drop from their peak, with a 
wide quality-based gap. This pricing spread demonstrates widened risk-
adjusted returns. Cap rates for top-tier assets in primary markets rose 
70 basis points since the market peak, compared to 260 basis points for 
Class C properties in tertiary markets.

◆ Investors Move Down Quality Chain as Risks Abate; Single-Tenant 
Still in Demand. The volume of $20 million-plus property sales jumped 
125 percent last year, refl ecting the fl ight to safety of institutional capital 
seeking larger, stable assets. Still-low interest rates, low cap rates for top 
assets and more confi dence in the economy will result in more B and B- 
property sales. Rising exchange capital will target single-tenant assets.

◆ Distressed Sales to Increase; Quality to Remain Low. Ironically, banks 
and other lenders will be better positioned to dispose of excess real estate as 
fi nancial conditions improve. True distress sales, however, will be concen-
trated in low-quality assets in tertiary locations with limited discounting.

Strengthening Economy, Capital Markets 
Broaden Spectrum of Retail Investments

 * Estimate ** Through 3Q
Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services, CoStar Group, Inc., RCA
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Drugstore Sales Trends
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Single-tenant net-leased properties with national-credit retailers will 
remain the most sought-after deals as high-net-worth individuals and 
well-funded REITs compete for acquisitions. Unimpressive returns 

offered by alternative investments and ongoing stock market uncertainty 
continue to heighten private buyers’ appetite for low-risk, corporate-
backed assets. Cap rates for these highly desirable deals compressed 50 ba-
sis points during 2010 and will stabilize by mid-2011 as returns approach 
pre-recession levels. Lower cap rates and a shortage of high-quality assets 
listed will expand acquisition targets for many buyers, and properties 
leased to well-known franchisees will garner more attention and clear the 
market faster. Cap rates for these assets will average more than 100 basis 
points above those for best-in-class investment-grade deals, depending on 
the fi nancial strength of the guarantor.

Drugstores Slow New-Store Openings to Focus on Operations

Major drugstore chains will decelerate new-store openings to focus on 
renovating existing locations, optimizing product assortments and enact-
ing loyalty programs. Walgreens will open fewer than 250 stores in 2011, 
after debuting 500 stores in 2010, as well as acquiring 258 Duane Reade 
stores, 25 Snyder’s Drug Store locations and dozens of Eaton’s Apothecary 
sites. The company has shifted its strategies toward remodeling, with 5,500 
locations under renovation at a cost of $50,000 per establishment. CVS also 
will slow store openings and pursue rival buyouts, with plans to acquire 
200 independent pharmacies over the next two years. Facing greater com-
petition from convenience stores, grocery chains and discount retailers, ma-
jor drugstores will expand product offerings and amenities to drive traffi c 
and same-store sales. Walgreens will increase the number of stores that sell 
alcohol and CVS will introduce DVD rental kiosks, while both Rite Aid and 
Walgreens will launch customer loyalty programs.

At the height of the recession, sales of drugstores retreated due to the 
depletion of equity from 1031-exchange buyers, who generally comprise a 
large share of investors. With more buyers pursuing low-risk investments, 
however, closings during 2010 rose 11 percent. As store openings ease in the 
coming years, drugstore deal fl ow may subside as fewer builder-initiated 
deals emerge. Assets sold last year posted a median price of $317 per square 
foot, down 1 percent from 2009, while cap rates compressed 30 basis points 
to the mid- to high-7 percent range.

Dollar Stores Benefi t from Long-Term Shift Toward Discounts

Cost consciousness will benefi t discount retailers even as the econo-
my strengthens, as a signifi cant share of consumers experienced lost jobs, 
wage cuts or reduced hours through the recession. Both Dollar General and 
Family Dollar have posted solid same-store sales growth since mid-2008. 
As such, leading extreme-value retailers will continue to expand this year, 
and many will broaden their lines of private-label offerings in an attempt 
to generate higher profi t margins. Family Dollar will bolster its new-store 
openings by 50 percent in fi scal 2011 to 300 units and overhaul between 
600 and 800 existing locations. The company also plans to add 70 private-
label food items to capture a share of grocery market sales. Dollar General, 
meanwhile, opened 600 sites in 2010 and will maintain a similar pace of 
growth over the coming years.

Single-Tenant Investors Broaden
Acquisition Targets in 2011

* Estimate
Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services, CoStar Group, Inc.

National Single-Tenant Outlook
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* Estimate
Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services, CoStar Group, Inc.

National Single-Tenant Outlook
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Second Half
Faced with a shortage of other high-quality, single-tenant, net-leased 

listings, more investors have returned to seeking dollar stores, driving clos-
ings in 2010 to levels above the previous year. Dollar store cap rates cur-
rently average 9.1 percent, though properties in secondary markets or less 
desirable locations can trade above 9.5 percent. Given the abundance of 
dollar stores on the market, cap rate compression will be modest at best in 
2011 as sellers compete for buyers. The median price for these properties 
climbed 3 percent in 2010 to $95 per square foot.

Fast-Food Chains Compete for Early Morning Commuters

Quick-service restaurants will outperform the food industry as a whole 
in 2011 as consumers continue to favor bargain-priced eateries. Through 
the downturn, many chains sustained customer visits by aggressively 
marketing new products while expanding value menus and introducing 
concepts geared toward greater value. Taco Bell, for instance, debuted a 
$2 Meal Deal, while Arby’s added more lower-cost items to its menu. Fast-
food operators will maintain diverse menus to drive traffi c, but competition 
will center on the morning meal market. During the past fi ve years, morn-
ing meal traffi c has increased an average of 2 percent annually, a trend that 
should intensify as job gains help increase morning commuter counts.

Fast-food deal fl ow accelerated 16 percent last year, driven by strong 
buyer demand for predictable cash fl ows and lenders’ willingness to fi -
nance assets below $2 million. With buyers preferring fast-food chains, 
cap rates fell 20 basis points to 7.7 percent, though assets in tertiary areas 
or those leased to less creditworthy franchisees traded with initial yields 
above 8 percent. The median price for fast-food assets climbed 8 percent in 
2010, after falling more than 10 percent in the prior year.

Convenience Stores/Gas Stations Expand Product Lines to Rely Less on 
Gas Traffi c

 
Supported by accelerating job creation and less volatile gas prices, 

the average number of monthly convenience store visits continues to rise. 
While sales will grow this year in step with fi rming economic conditions, 
convenience stores and gas stations will improve product offerings in an 
effort to rely less on gasoline sales as the primary customer draw. Quick-
service food chains such as Quizno’s are teaming with convenience stores/
gas stations to operate food-service sites, while video rental company Red-
box has inked agreements with several convenience stores in the Northeast, 
Southeast and Midwest.

With fewer owner-users acquiring convenience stores/gas stations, 
sales velocity dropped nearly 20 percent in 2010. The pullback was due 
partly to challenges securing small business loans. Passage of a small busi-
ness lending bill in late 2010, however, could strengthen owner-user sales 
during the early part of this year. Cap rates for convenience stores/gas sta-
tions stabilized in the low-8 percent range last year, holding the median 
price relatively fl at at $208 per square foot.
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* Estimate ** Forecast
Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services, CoStar Group, Inc., RCA
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.6% ▲ Construction: 450K ▲ Vacancy: 20 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.0% ▲

Atlanta Up 3 Places 2011 Rank: 28 2010 Rank: 31

Properties Within the Perimeter to 
Outperform, Attract East Coast Investors

The surplus of dark space that accumulated over the past two years in 
Atlanta will be challenging to absorb in 2011, though retailers will be-
gin to fi ll vacant spots. The pace of new household formation, which 

hit a 30-year low in 2010, will not accelerate to historical norms until 2012, 
limiting demand for in-line space in newer suburban communities. Retail 
sales will also reach pre-recession levels in 2012, though growth this year 
will likely be suffi cient to buoy conditions in core areas. Submarkets inside 
the Interstate 285 perimeter, such as the CBD/Midtown/Buckhead area, 
will report above-average improvements in operating conditions. Offi ce-
using employment gains will serve as the primary catalyst for retail sector 
health in the area as payrolls expand by 2 percent. As traffi c counts escalate 
in major offi ce districts, some marginal retailers will move quickly to oc-
cupy diffi cult-to-penetrate centers before rent growth prices them out of the 
area. Elsewhere, recent renovations of hotels near the airport, such as the 
Westin, are boosting occupancy levels and attracting retailers attempting to 
take advantage of tourism and business travel traffi c.

Most investors will focus on single-tenant properties with national-
credit tenants in a fl ight-to-quality approach this year. Cash-heavy buy-
ers from South Florida and other East Coast markets will compete vigor-
ously for assets inside the perimeter, where cap rates began the year in the 
low-7 percent range. Investors seeking greater returns will need to ven-
ture farther into the suburbs, where re-tenanting becomes a larger concern 
but fi rst-year yields can range as much as 100 basis points higher. Multi-
tenant strip centers with less-creditworthy tenants will trade with cap rates 
around 10 percent, and value-add opportunities will attract buyers based 
on per-square-foot prices.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 28, Up 3 Places. Job growth and rising rents facilitated 
Atlanta’s three-position rise in the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Payrolls will expand by 1.6 percent in 2011 as 
employers add 37,000 jobs. Last year, 14,500 positions were created.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 450,000 square feet of 
new retail space in 2011, well below the fi ve-year average of 4 million 
square feet.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Minimal new construction and a modest uptick in de-
mand will stabilize the vacancy rate this year. Vacancy will decrease 20 ba-
sis points to 11.9 percent, erasing the 20 basis point rise registered in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will expand 1.1 percent in 2011 to $16.80 per 
square foot, and effective rents will tick up 2 percent to $14.73 per square 
foot. Additionally, owners in some areas will have suffi cient leverage to 
trim concessions, following three consecutive years of increases.

◆ Investment Forecast: Assets inside the Interstate 285 perimeter will fare 
better than those in the periphery due to white-collar job growth. Inves-
tors trading out of more management-intensive real estate will compete 
for triple-net single-tenant properties in the area.
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AustinUp 5 Places 2011 Rank: 6 2010 Rank: 11

Austin Job Market Heats up,
Fuels In-Migration, Household Growth

Austin leads all major metros in job creation as the national economy 
emerges from the downturn, which will benefi t local retailers during 
2011. The pace of employment growth will return to pre-recession 

levels this year as companies such as US Airways and SunPower Corp. ex-
pand head counts, attracting job seekers from markets still trying to gain 
footing. These new positions will allow recent graduates and young profes-
sionals to upgrade living accommodations, boosting fi rst-time home sales 
in suburban areas, where the remnants  of the housing downturn continue to 
weigh on retail operations. Retail builders rushed into most of the outlying 
housing communities prior to the recession to take advantage of newly de-
velopable corners. When the pace of household formation in Round Rock/
Williamson County slowed with the economy, however, in-line space and 
unanchored centers struggled to attract tenants, doubling shopping center 
vacancy in the submarket . A rebound in spending and absence of new de-
velopment should catalyze population-serving small-business formation, 
pulling down vacancy toward the single digits.

Single-tenant investors from around the country will fl ood Austin this 
year, compressing cap rates and boosting velocity. Positive local economic and 
demographic outlooks and relatively low entry price points create an ideal 
situation for new buyers  attempting to capture higher returns than alternative 
investments with less risk than the stock market. High-net-worth buyers ap-
proaching retirement and seeking steady income from their investments while 
hedging against infl ation will push down single-tenant cap rates to the high-
6 percent range, on par with some coastal markets, where land values trend 
higher .  Investors looking for larger returns can target unanchored strip centers 
in the suburbs, which will trade in the low-8 percent range, though properties 
with a strong traffi c generator could change hands at 50 basis points less.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 6, Up 5 Places. The fastest growing job market in the 
country fueled Austin’s jump into the top 10 of this year’s index. 

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will boost payrolls 3.6 percent this 
year with the addition of 28,000 positions. In 2010, head counts jumped 
2.5 percent.

◆ Construction Forecast: Approximately 1.1 million square feet of retail 
space will be put into service in 2011, increasing inventory 2 percent.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: As retailers expand in Austin, marketwide vacancy 
will dip 40 basis points to 8.8 percent this year, just 30 basis points above 
the rate at the start of the recession.

◆ Rent Forecast: Concessions will remain elevated as vacant properties 
continue to fi ll, though operators will gain some leverage. Asking rents 
will tick up 1.5 percent in 2011 to $19.84 per square foot, and effective 
rents will climb 1.9 percent to $17.79 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Most individuals will remain priced out of grocery-
anchored assets as REITs and funds compress fi rst-year yields to the 
low-7 percent range. Purchases by these entities, though, may indicate 
retailer demand in nearby centers is poised to strengthen.
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Boston Up 1 Place 2011 Rank: 8 2010 Rank: 9

Boston retail operations are emerging from the recession ahead of most 
metros due to the strengthening labor market and limited construc-
tion. Retail development will drop to the lowest level on record, and 

over 80 percent of the new space will come online with in-place commit-
ments. Builders remain very selective when considering location, concen-
trating on the affl uent Southwest/Bristol submarket. Household growth in 
the area will support elevated retail sales and draw tenants attempting to 
establish a footprint in the area. Across the metro, well-paying positions 
will be generated this year, though Cambridge will outperform the market. 
Top research schools in the area, including the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and Harvard University, are attracting private companies to 
Kendall Square. Major French pharmaceutical manufacturer Sanofi  Aven-
tis, for instance, will add 300 jobs, boosting foot traffi c. National retailers 
are also targeting these landlocked areas in an effort to capture reduced 
rents. Forever 21, for example, recently signed a long-term deal for nearly 
25,000 square feet in Central Boston.

Buyers will gravitate toward both ends of the investment spectrum 
this year, focusing on stabilized, premium assets and distressed listings. 
Nonetheless, pent-up demand for retail properties will go unfi lled due to 
the scarcity of owners willing to list assets. Top-tier single-tenant properties 
will command some of the highest per-square-foot prices in the country, as 
core locations are highly sought after. First-year yields for properties with 
creditworthy tenants such as Walgreens and CVS will average in the high-6 
percent to low-7 percent range, attracting regional buyers with long-term 
hold strategies. Necessity-based multi-tenant assets, specifi cally grocery-
anchored sites, will garner interest from syndicates attempting to achieve 
higher returns. Cap rates for these properties will average in the high-7 
percent to low-8 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 8, Up 1 Place. Boston solidifi ed its top 10 ranking this 
year with high-paying job growth and low vacancy.

◆ Employment Forecast: Following the gain of 31,600 jobs last year, em-
ployers will expand payrolls by 2.1 percent in 2011, or 49,000 positions.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will slow construction activity to 
500,000 square feet this year, after completing 950,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: In 2011, vacancy will drop 40 basis points to 6.4 per-
cent on positive net absorption of 1.1 million square feet. Last year, va-
cancy also declined 40 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 1.3 percent this year to $21.31 per 
square foot as effective rents climb 2.2 percent to $19.18 per square foot. 

◆ Investment Forecast: Long-term hold investors will re-evaluate portfo-
lios and sell performing multi-tenant assets at premium prices to reposi-
tion capital for less management-intensive properties. As a result, local, 
private investors will fi nd new opportunities to purchase rarely listed, 
quality assets in core areas.

Continued Expansion of Upper-Income
Job Market to Boost Retail Sales in City Core
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.1% ▲ Construction: 245K ▼ Vacancy: 10 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.8% ▲

CharlotteDown 3 Places 2011 Rank: 25 2010 Rank: 22

Banks Beginning to Restaff, 
Spurring Recovery of Retail Sales

Job growth in Charlotte will accelerate as the market emerges from the 
recession. The metro’s core banking industry will be paramount to the 
retail recovery. Most of the transition associated with the tidal wave of 

mergers in the fi nancial industry has been completed, though Wells Fargo’s 
realignment with Wachovia will fi nalize this year. The company will retain 
its East Coast headquarters in Charlotte, and few additional jobs will be 
lost. Other banks and nearly all employment sectors are now refi lling pay-
rolls. As a result, retail sales will grow over 4 percent in 2011, surpassing 
pre-recession levels. Operations in the North submarket will recover at the 
fastest pace as vacancy falls 40 basis points, though overall conditions will 
remain soft. Owners of shopping centers anchored by grocers such as  Harris 
Teeter and Food Lion will have the fewest hurdles to increasing occupancy.

The retail investment climate will brighten this year as operations im-
prove and the cost of capital remains low, boosting deal fl ow. Multi-tenant 
investors will fi nd opportunities to acquire grocery-anchored centers at cap 
rates in the high-7 percent to low-8 percent range. Buyers targeting prop-
erties with higher upside may favor strip centers near grocery stores. Al-
though the recovery will lag at these properties, fi rst-year returns can be as 
much as 200 basis points above stabilized centers. REO opportunities will 
be sparse this year. The development cycle during the last upturn was rela-
tively light, and few distressed properties will be listed. Demand for these 
assets will remain intense, with discounting limited. Single-tenant proper-
ties will trade as developers who retained assets during the soft investment 
climate divest to raise capital for new projects. Cap rates for these assets 
will average in the low- to mid-7 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 25, Down 3 Places. Strong employment growth projec-
tions are offset by modest rent gains, keeping Charlotte near the middle 
of this year’s index.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will grow payrolls 2.1 percent during 
2011 as 17,000 jobs are added. Last year, 4,800 positions were created.

◆ Construction Forecast: Builders will complete 245,000 square feet of new 
retail space this year, the lowest expansion of inventory in 30 years.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Minimal new construction and growing retailer de-
mand will push down vacancy 10 basis points in 2011 to 9.3 percent. In 
2010, vacancy increased 50 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will inch up 0.5 percent to $17.28 per square 
foot as effective rents climb 0.8 percent to $14.93 per square foot. Last 
year, average asking and effective rents declined 1.1 percent and 1.7 per-
cent, respectively. 

◆ Investment Forecast: Owners attempting to purchase in the Charlotte 
market will likely move quickly to secure assets while interest rates remain 
low. Owner-users will become particularly active  in the single-tenant are-
na, where mortgage payments are often less than rent obligations.
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While retail operations will improve only modestly in Chicago dur-
ing 2011, projected job growth will support an increase in spending 
and lay the foundation for a more vigorous retail recovery in 2012. 

Property performance eroded substantially from the start of the recession 
through last year, and space demand will not strengthen suffi ciently in the 
near term to appreciably absorb the vacant space that accumulated. Retail-
ers in city submarkets will outperform , though, as increased employment 
will generate shopping traffi c , helping owners retain tenants and fi ll vacant 
space. As a result, vacancy in the city will fall 30 basis points this year to 
7.1 percent. Asset performance in the city appears reasonably sound , but 
several suburban areas have to climb from deep holes . Renewed job growth 
and spending will help reduce high vacancies in outlying areas of DuPage 
and Cook counties, as well as in Kane and Will counties . Nevertheless, a 
recovery in these areas, where vacancy rose as much as 300 basis points 
through the recession, will make slow progress absent stronger support 
from a stabilizing housing market.

Investment activity will gain momentum during 2011 as low interest 
rates persist. Single-tenant net-leased properties will trade briskly, while 
multi-tenant velocity will remain subdued as operating conditions improve 
slowly. Low prices on underperforming or distressed shopping centers, 
though, will generate bids by investors with strong tenant connections and 
the ability to execute turnaround strategies. Cap rates on most multi-tenant 
assets average from 7.5 percent to 9.0 percent, although many distressed 
properties continue to trade on a price-per-square-foot basis. For single-
tenant assets, cap rates vary from 7 percent to 9 percent. Ground leases re-
main a desirable option for many risk-averse investors, with initial returns 
typically running at less than 6.5 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 19, Down 3 Places. Weakness in suburban retail proper-
ties pushed down Chicago three places in the 2011 NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Following the loss of 20,000 positions in 2010, 
total employment will expand 1.3 percent this year as 52,500 jobs are 
added, supporting a 5 percent increase in retail spending.

◆ Construction Forecast: Completions will decline to 1.1 million square 
feet in 2011, compared with 1.4 million square feet last year. Deliveries 
this year will include several drugstores and three Walmart locations.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: A modest improvement in space demand will reduce 
marketwide vacancy 20 basis points to 11 percent by year end, erasing 
the increase recorded in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Elevated suburban vacancy will weigh on rents, resulting 
in only a 0.6 percent rise in marketwide asking rents to $18.73 per square 
foot. Effective rents will advance 1.4 percent to $16.35 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Walmart’s plans to expand its Chicago footprint 
will heighten interest in prime redevelopment sites located within high-
density locations. 

Property Performance to Improve;
Suburban Submarkets Lag

Chicago Down 3 Places 2011 Rank: 19 2010 Rank: 16
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Vacancy will remain elevated  in Cincinnati this year, particularly in 
perimeter areas due to housing market softness, though positive mo-
mentum will build in Hamilton County. Retail demand intensifi ed in 

the northern half of the county last year as a result of a greater availability 
of premium space; however, still-high vacancy will delay more meaningful 
rent growth until after 2011. Rate renegotiations have ceased, though, facili-
tating modest rent gains for the fi rst time in nearly three years. Absorption 
by big-box retailers will serve as a precursor to the retail recovery. Home 
Emporium, for example, leased more than 125,000 square feet in a property 
once occupied by Best Buy along Interstate 275, which will generate more 
foot traffi c in the area. Small, local retailers also are expanding in stabi-
lized corridors, such as the North East Hamilton/Blue Ash and Downtown 
submarkets, where strong population growth in recent years and elevated 
household incomes will support retail sales. As a result, neighborhood cen-
ter vacancy  in these areas will fall to the high-13 percent range by year end.

Retail investment activity in Cincinnati will recover in 2011 as local 
investors leave the sidelines to take advantage of deeply discounted multi-
tenant assets with value-add potential. Banks will begin to release properties 
from receivership as the market resets and the buyer/seller gap narrows. 
Cash-heavy investors will target areas in Northern Kentucky and Westches-
ter to purchase distressed multi-tenant assets with replaceable rents and de-
ferred maintenance. Traditional sales will involve strip centers with traffi c-
generating tenants trading at cap rates in the low- to mid-10 percent range. 
REITs and institutions will re-emerge to acquire quality single-tenant as-
sets with creditworthy tenants in core areas, including Kenwood and Hyde 
Park. Other investors may realign portfolios and compete for single-tenant 
properties throughout the metro in an effort to minimize risk.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 41, Down 3 Places. Cincinnati will post the highest va-
cancy rate of any index market this year, driving the metro three spots 
lower in the ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: Local employers will create 13,200 jobs in 2011, a 
1.3 percent increase, after eliminating 1,400 positions last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: Approximately 370,000 square feet will come on-
line this year, a modest 0.3 percent expansion to inventory. In 2010, over 
430,000 square feet was completed. 

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Despite a slowdown in construction activity, vacancy 
will tick up 10 basis points in 2011 to 14.1 percent. Development is out-
pacing demand growth, projected at 0.2 percent for the year.

◆ Rent Forecast: This year, asking rents will rise 0.5 percent to $14.21 per 
square foot, while owners will pull back on concessions, allowing effec-
tive rents to increase 0.9 percent to $12.00 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Pent-up investor demand will release as banks 
loosen lending requirements and begin underwriting deals with credit-
tenant leases and loan-to-value ratios above 80 percent.

Occupancy Holds Firm, but Broad-Based
Recovery Delayed Until Next Year

CincinnatiDown 3 Places 2011 Rank: 41 2010 Rank: 38
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Economic revitalization of downtown Cleveland and job growth in 
the leisure and hospitality and construction sectors will strengthen 
retail operations in 2011. Rock Gaming LLC, in collaboration with 

Harrah’s Entertainment, will develop a $700 million dollar casino in the 
downtown entertainment district near Tower City along Huron Road. The 
fi rst phase will open in the historic Higbee building by year end, with the 
second phase expected to come online by mid-2013. Approximately 1,500 
permanent positions will be added in the initial phase, and more than 8,000 
construction and permanent jobs will be created through the development 
and operations of the project. The casino will draw nearly 8 million visi-
tors to downtown Cleveland each year and generate $29.7 million in casino 
tax revenue annually.  This jump start to economic expansion downtown 
will bolster retail sales and attract local and national tenants, pushing down 
vacancy in the area and increasing rent revenues. In suburban Cleveland, 
the affl uent Strongsville area will also outperform this year as elevated in-
comes support retail sales. 

Sales activity will increase in 2011 as banks release properties from 
receivership, encouraging out-of-state investors to re-enter the market to 
capitalize on REO and distressed assets at steep discounts. Single-tenant 
properties now trade with fi rst-year yields in the mid-10 percent range, al-
lowing regional investors to pay cash for quality assets $2 million or less. 
Core areas overbuilt in the height of the market, such as Twinsburg and 
Ridgeville, will stabilize as retailers take advantage of premium space at 
low market rents. These in-line strip centers will attract investors and trade 
with cap rates in the mid-8 percent range. Older Class B properties in ter-
tiary markets will change hands with initial yields in the mid-9 percent to 
low-11 percent range, depending on location.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 43, Down 2 Places. A surge in completions and slowing 
employment growth pushed down Cleveland two positions to near the 
bottom of the ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will expand payrolls by 1.1 percent 
this year, adding 11,000 positions, after creating 17,000 jobs in 2010.

◆ Construction Forecast: Following the completion of 280,000 square feet 
last year, builders will deliver more than 500,000 square feet of new retail 
space in 2011.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will edge down 10 basis points this year to 
12.8 percent on positive net absorption of nearly 570,000 square feet. In 
2010, vacancy stabilized at 12.9 percent.

◆ Rent Forecast: During 2011, owners will raise asking rents 0.5 percent to 
$14.96 per square foot, while effective rents will increase 0.6 percent to 
$12.88 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Banks are now offering lower interest rates to 
customers with an existing relationship to expedite the sale process 
and move assets off their books. As a result, pricing clarity will emerge, 
boosting traditional sales.

Out-of-State Investors Step up Activity as 
Banks Release Assets from Receivership

Cleveland Down 2 Places 2011 Rank: 43 2010 Rank: 41
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Retail leasing activity in the Columbus market will improve this year, 
fueled by strengthening consumer confi dence and job growth, espe-
cially in the education and health services sector. ProjectONE, a $1 

billion expansion of the Ohio State University Medical Center, will create 
5,000 construction jobs during its development and up to 10,000 perma-
nent positions  in the city core upon completion in 2014; the project broke 
ground in mid-2010. ProjectONE also will boost retail sales marketwide 
 by generating $1.7 billion in economic stimulus over the next fi ve years .  In 
the suburbs, especially in Westerville and Polaris County, largely vacant 
neighborhood centers delivered at the height of the last bull market have 
slowly begun to lease up as local retailers capitalize on top-tier space at 
reduced rents. Construction activity, meanwhile, will have little impact on 
marketwide vacancy rates this year, with nearly 85 percent of the expected 
space coming online pre-leased . 

Retail property transactions will  rise in 2011 as local investors re-
emerge to purchase multi-tenant assets and institutions step up acquisi-
tions of single-tenant buildings with national-credit tenants. Local buyers 
continue to target smaller strip centers with replaceable rents and traffi c-
generating tenants, such as Chipotle. As more owners unable to refi nance 
or hold for the next three to fi ve years come to terms with current market 
realities and reduce prices to stimulate bidding, the buyer/seller expecta-
tions gap will narrow. Some of these  operators may decide to weather the 
downturn  if leasing activity resumes quickly, although banks will remain 
hesitant to refi nance if assets cannot lease suffi ciently for owners to make 
future debt coverage . REITs and institutions will seek out single-tenant as-
sets in landlocked areas like Easton, where such properties trade at cap 
rates averaging in the mid- to high-7 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 29, Down 2 Places. Columbus will outperform other 
Ohio markets, but above-average vacancy and rising stock additions 
kept the market in the bottom half of the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: During 2011, employers will expand local head 
counts by 1.7 percent, or 15,000 jobs. Last year, 800 positions were cut.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will deliver more than 390,000 square 
feet of retail space to the market this year, roughly 40 percent below the 
fi ve-year average.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: After declining 100 basis points last year, vacancy will 
drop 20 basis points to 10.8 percent by year-end 2011.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 1 percent to $12.27 per square foot 
this year, while effective rents will increase 1.8 percent to $10.38 per 
square foot. In 2010, asking rents ticked up 0.4 percent, and effective 
rents slipped 0.7 percent.

◆ Investment Forecast: Distressed-asset opportunities will  emerge in outer 
suburban areas, particularly along Route 256 near Pickering, as construc-
tion loans begin to mature and vacancy rates remain high. Cap rates for 
these properties currently average in the low- to mid-9 percent rage. 

Local Buyers Target Smaller
Strip Centers as Market Stabilizes

ColumbusDown 2 Places 2011 Rank: 29 2010 Rank: 27
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Dallas/Fort Worth will register some of the strongest employment 
growth in the nation during 2011, and the vast majority of jobs lost 
in 2008 and 2009 will be restored. With the economy building mo-

mentum and construction holding at below-average levels, vacancy will 
continue to retreat. This should set the stage for owners to implement rent 
increases after two years of cutbacks. Most of the desirable locations left va-
cant by bankrupt big-box retailers have already been re-leased by expand-
ing chains, such as buybuy Baby, Best Buy and PetSmart, which have taken 
advantage of opportunities to pick up space in well-traffi cked shopping 
centers. At the same time, demand for anchor and in-line space in weaker 
locations has languished. Fundamentals refl ect these trends, with occupan-
cy in power centers back to levels last seen in 2007. Conditions in neighbor-
hood/community centers, on the other hand, remain soft, particularly in 
outlying areas like West/Southwest Dallas, Northeast Dallas and Northeast 
Fort Worth. As a recovery cycle unfolds over the next 18 to 24 months, im-
provements in retail property operations will remain uneven, with higher-
quality shopping centers in central submarkets leading the way.

Transaction velocity will rise as more bank-owned properties and sta-
bilized assets come to market and out-of-state investors return. Many de-
velopers who held through the downturn will list properties as competition 
intensifi es for high-quality deals, particularly single-tenant assets occupied 
by national chains. On average, full-service restaurant properties in the 
Metroplex trade at cap rates in the 8.0 percent to 8.75 percent range, while 
the most sought-after single-tenant properties, such as national drugstores, 
change hands closer to 7.5 percent, provided they have signifi cant lease 
terms remaining. Cap rates for stabilized infi ll multi-tenant properties will 
remain relatively fl at in 2011 at 9.0 percent to 9.5 percent; multi-tenant cen-
ters in the suburbs trade closer to the high-10 percent range. While shop-
ping center demand will tick up, buyers will assume lower rents for leases 
inked during the boom, weighing on pricing.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 18, Up 5 Places. The Metroplex improved fi ve spots in 
this year’s ranking due to strong employment gains and falling vacancy.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will create 77,000 jobs in 2011, a 2.7 
percent increase. Last year, 41,000 positions were added.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 2.1 million square feet 
during 2011, up from 2010 but 63 percent below the fi ve-year average.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Retail vacancy will decline 40 basis points this year to 
11.8 percent. In 2010, vacancy slipped 30 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: In 2011, asking rents will rise 1.8 percent to $15.49 per 
square foot as effective rents increase 2.7 percent to $13.49 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Owners of properties proximate to distressed as-
sets and considering a sale may benefi t by listing sooner rather than 
later. When nearby troubled properties trade and new owners intensify 
re-tenanting efforts, often at lower rates due to their costs, effective rents 
and values in the area many times are affected.

Uneven Recovery in Dallas/Fort Worth
Retail Market; Central Submarkets to Lead

Dallas/Fort Worth Up 5 Places 2011 Rank: 18 2010 Rank: 23
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.0% ▲ Construction: 970K ▲ Vacancy: 40 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.6% ▲

Strengthening job growth and rising retail sales will lead to reduced va-
cancy, modest rent gains and easing concessions in Denver this year. 
Retail operations began to recover in parts of the metro during 2010, 

with the Midtown/CBD, Northeast and West/Southwest submarkets posting 
improved occupancy rates. Soft conditions will remain in other areas, how-
ever, such as the South and Northwest submarkets, where shopping centers 
in perimeter locations struggle. Vacancy in the Southeast submarket, which 
includes the hard-hit Aurora area, will remain the highest in the metro, though 
operations will stabilize at many properties thanks to a dearth of new con-
struction and modest payroll growth in blue-collar industries.  Metrowide, 
build-to-suit space will account for most of the new supply this year, with a 
415,000-square foot Ikea in Centennial topping the list. While construction will 
rise in 2011 compared to 2010, nearly all of the space will come online fully pre-
leased, presenting minimal new competition for existing shopping centers.

Multi-tenant sales increased in recent quarters after coming to a near 
standstill in 2009. Velocity will rise further in 2011 as more assets come to 
market and investor optimism improves alongside property performance. 
Last year, sales were concentrated at either end of the quality spectrum, 
with mid-tier properties garnering minimal attention. With pricing in the 
upper tiers becoming more aggressive and competition fi erce for distressed 
deals with upside potential, more investors will consider strip centers with 
local/regional tenants. Owners will need to price these assets realistically 
for a successful sale. Despite expectations for more multi-tenant deals in 
2011, single-tenant sales will again dominate transaction velocity, driven by 
local and out-of-state investors seeking the relative safety afforded by long-
term leases and credit tenants. Single-tenant cap rates may compress as a 
result, with the average likely to fall to the mid-7 percent range this year 
and the most sought-after deals trading closer to 6.5 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 16, Up 3 Places. Forecasts for strong job growth pushed 
Denver three spots higher in this year’s NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Denver payrolls will rise 2 percent in 2011 with 
the addition of 24,000 jobs. Last year, local employment grew by 0.5 per-
cent, or 6,000 positions.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will deliver 970,000 square feet of 
new retail space in 2011, up from 650,000 square feet in 2010. Nearly all 
of this year’s new supply, however, has been pre-leased.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Accelerating job growth and strengthening retail sales 
will draw down vacancy 40 basis points this year to 9.7 percent. In 2010, 
vacancy also retreated 40 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will tick up 0.9 percent in 2011 to $16.45 per 
square foot as effective rents rise 1.6 percent to $14.29 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Less risk-averse investors willing to move down 
the quality chain may fi nd high-yielding acquisition opportunities in 
lower- to mid-tier strip centers. Such properties with local or regional 
tenants will likely change hands at cap rates over 9 percent.

Supply-Side Pressure Eases as Build-to-Suit 
Properties Dominate Construction Pipeline

DenverUp 3 Places 2011 Rank: 16 2010 Rank: 19
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As the Detroit economy approaches sustainable equilibrium this year, 
the local retail market will begin to improve visibly. Employers will 
slowly expand the work force in 2011, after purging payrolls dra-

matically through the recession. Gains in the education and health services 
and manufacturing sectors, in particular, will bolster consumer confi dence. 
 Chrysler, for instance, will add more than 900 full-time jobs to its Sterling 
Heights assembly plant in 2011. Ford also recently announced plans to hire 
1,200 workers at seven Michigan plants by 2014. Finally, GM will add 1,000 
engineering jobs over the next two years, a move  that should help strug-
gling retailers in Macomb County. Core areas in Oakland County will per-
form well, attracting national retailers seeking to fi ll dark big-box space at 
discounted rates. Best Buy, for example, recently inked two long-term deals 
totaling nearly 61,000 square feet.

Both multi- and single-tenant property sales will accelerate in 2011 as 
banks begin to unload nonperforming assets from balance sheets, attracting 
investors willing to assume elevated risk to achieve high returns. Maturing 
debt and weak retail operations will fuel a spike in REO and short sales, 
as stringent lending requirements continue to make it diffi cult for owners 
to refi nance distressed properties. As such, assets with high vacancy and 
deferred maintenance will trade with fi rst-year yields in the low- to mid-
14 percent range, primarily to seasoned investors seeking value-add op-
portunities. Out-of-state investors will target stabilized assets for long-term 
hold prospects in performing areas such as North Oakland, where cap rates  
will exceed 12 percent this year.  Single-tenant properties in tertiary markets 
will trade at fi rst-year yields of around 10 percent, although cap rates for 
standalone assets in core areas with creditworthy tenants will average in 
the low- to mid-7 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 42, Up 2 Places. The fi rst payroll expansion in over a 
decade pulled Detroit from the bottom of this year’s ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: After the recession claimed nearly 250,000 local 
jobs, Detroit employers will create 8,400 positions in 2011, a 0.5 percent 
increase and the fi rst gain since 2000.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 330,000 square feet of 
retail space this year, down signifi cantly from 2010, when 700,000 square 
feet came online.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Decreased construction activity and positive net ab-
sorption of 460,000 square feet will drive down vacancy 10 basis points 
this year to 11.9 percent.  In 2010, vacancy dipped 50 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Rising demand will enable owners to increase both asking 
and effective rents by 0.3 percent in 2011 to $16.55 per square foot and 
$14.45 per square foot, respectively.

◆ Investment Forecast: Investors seeking substantial upside may fi nd 
opportunities to purchase properties with high vacancy on a price-per-
square foot basis. As the local economy stabilizes, re-tenanting these as-
sets will become less diffi cult, elevating potential returns. 

Big Three Add Jobs,
Boost Retail Sales  in Detroit

Detroit Up 2 Places 2011 Rank: 42 2010 Rank: 44
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.4% ▲ Construction: 200K ▼ Vacancy: 10 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.8% ▲

Development remains limited and job creation will accelerate, but lin-
gering instability in the Broward County housing market will con-
tinue to affect retail property performance in 2011. Sales of existing 

single-family homes in the county have rebounded from recessionary lows 
but remain well below levels in the middle of last decade. Many retail prop-
erties suffer from reduced traffi c related to fewer occupied single-family 
homes and signifi cant foreclosures . Shopping center vacancy in western 
communities such as Plantation, Sunrise and Tamarac, for example, rose 
nearly 500 basis points during the recession as the housing downturn 
forced many retailers to close. The vacancy rate in these areas will only 
gradually decline this year, as nearly all of the dark space is 3,000 square 
feet or less. Other parts of the county face similar challenges, but shopping 
center vacancy in older, established areas such as Hollywood and Pompano 
Beach did not increase as signifi cantly through the recession.

The diminished performance of many multi-tenant properties continues 
to weigh on transaction volume. Financing capacity is improving, however, 
as local banks become more willing to underwrite deals for qualifi ed bor-
rowers. Assets offered with seller or assumable fi nancing still enhance the 
probability of deal execution but are not as critical as one year ago. The coun-
ty’s numerous, well-maintained strip centers occupied by long-tenured local 
merchants remain attractive to investors, though few are listed. Cap rates 
for these assets can vary from 8 percent to 9 percent and slightly higher if 
bank fi nancing is used. Distressed properties also remain a factor in Broward 
County, especially those purchased at the height of the market from 2004 to 
2008. Short sales may represent the best exit strategy for many owners, and 
low prices could provide viable value-add opportunities for investors.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 37, Up 2 Places. A struggling housing market kept Fort 
Lauderdale near the bottom of the index.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employment in Broward County will expand 1.4 
percent, or by 9,500 jobs, in 2011. Last year, 1,000 new hires were made.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 200,000 square feet this 
year, down from 440,000 square feet in 2010. The pipeline of planned 
projects contains only 3.6 million square feet, but depressed home build-
ing will curtail retail development for several more years.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: The slowly stabilizing local economy and housing re-
sale market will minimize space demand, resulting in only a 10 basis 
point reduction in vacancy this year to 11.2 percent. The vacancy rate 
also inched down 10 basis points in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: By year-end 2011, asking rents will rise 0.5 percent to 
$18.18 per square foot, and effective rents will advance 0.8 percent to 
$15.20 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Investors seeking solid-performing strip centers 
can fi nd opportunities in all areas of the county, but many assets along 
the heavily traveled Federal Highway/U.S. 1 corridor offer stable tenan-
cies and steady cash fl ows.

Soft Housing Market Continues to
Weigh on Broward Retail Recovery

Fort LauderdaleUp 2 Places 2011 Rank: 37 2010 Rank: 39
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.6% ▲ Construction: 1.1M ▲ Vacancy: 60 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.6% ▲

One of the highest rates of job growth in the country this year will fur-
ther stimulate spending and accelerate the recovery in retail prop-
erty performance in several areas of the Houston market. As the year 

begins, shopping centers in the western half of Harris County remain the 
strongest segment in the metro, with vacancy in the low-8 percent range. 
Efforts to raise rents in the county trail recent improvements in demand, 
but many owners should be able to withdraw concessions by year end 
as vacancy falls further. Areas with high household incomes and strong 
demographic profi les, such as Fort Bend and Montgomery counties and 
the Baybrook/Clear Lake submarket, appear best positioned to strengthen 
in the months ahead. Shopping center vacancy in these locations remains 
in the high-14 percent range, though renewed spending by affl uent and 
middle-class households will invigorate space demand and lower the va-
cancy rate by as much as 150 basis points in 2011. Rent growth, however, 
will lag until early next year.

The ongoing recovery in property operations and improving avail-
ability of mortgage fi nancing will generate additional multi-tenant asset 
transactions in the months ahead. Cap rates, however, vary widely by loca-
tion and property class. Anchored Class A centers continue to draw insti-
tutional interest with cap rates ranging from about 7.5 percent to 8.2 per-
cent. Unanchored Class B/C assets, though, may trade at cap rates 200 basis 
points higher. Newer properties in high-population-growth areas of Fort 
Bend and Montgomery counties also continue to attract value-add inves-
tors. Pricing these assets remains challenging, though, due to lingering un-
certainty concerning rents on newly executed leases. Nonetheless, owners 
willing to acknowledge current conditions and conduct transactions with 
motivated buyers will fi nd strong demand for their properties, especially if 
the buyer can close quickly.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 15, Up 6 Places. One of the nation’s largest vacancy de-
clines drove up Houston six spots in this year’s NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Following a gain of 12,000 jobs last year, employ-
ers in Houston will add 65,000 positions in 2011, a 2.6 percent increase. 
Projected job growth will support a 7 percent rise in retail sales.

◆ Construction Forecast: Retail property stock will expand 0.5 percent 
this year as 1.1 million square feet of space comes online. In 2010, only 
325,000 square feet was placed into service.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: The marketwide vacancy rate will fall 60 basis points 
this year to 10.7 percent, after decreasing 130 basis points in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: In 2011, asking rents will rise 2.1 percent to $15.55 per 
square foot, the fi rst annual increase in three years. Effective rents will 
advance 2.6 percent to $13.35 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Due to strong property performance, prospects 
for near-term rent growth and relatively tight supply constraints, multi-
tenant properties located within the Inner Loop will command the great-
est interest from investors when listed.

Houston Retail Recovery Gains 
Momentum as Job Market Strengthens

Houston Up 6 Places 2011 Rank: 15 2010 Rank: 21
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Retail vacancy  in the Indianapolis market will remain fl at in early 
2011, with improvement anticipated in the second half as more lo-
cal retailers lease well-traveled centers. Expanding boutique fi rms, 

for instance, will target locations in Hamilton County, particularly Carmel, 
Fishers and Noblesville, driven by stronger economic and demographic 
outlooks and large concentrations of offi ce-using employers. As a result, 
leasing activity in the county will build momentum ahead of nearby areas, 
pulling the local shopping center vacancy rate considerably below the mar-
ketwide average. As dark space along core commuter routes and shopping 
destinations fi lls, supply-saturated locations, including the Southeast and 
Southwest submarkets, will remain challenged. Shopping center vacancy 
continues to exceed 20 percent in these areas, and it will take several quar-
ters to fi ll available in-line space. Modest job growth, however, should pre-
vent operations in these submarkets from weakening this year. 

An infl ux of forced sales early last year has created a shortage of attrac-
tively priced, quality listings at a time when buyers are resurfacing eagerly 
to secure low interest rates . Most owners pressured to sell did so in the fi rst 
half of 2010, and distressed-asset deals in the coming months will primarily 
involve Class C strip centers away from major shopping destinations . Inves-
tor interest for traditional listings with essential features like ease of access 
and a high-traffi c location will surpass for-sale inventory. As some owners 
become discouraged with the pace of recovery and others look to reposition 
equity, however, more sellers may divest to capitalize on a growing investor 
pool willing to stretch for quality properties. Top-grade, anchored shopping 
centers will command returns in the mid- to high-8 percent range, while stabi-
lized, unanchored centers will offer yields in the mid- to high-9 percent range.  
Fierce bidding for single-tenant listings backed by credit tenants will compress 
cap rates for best-in-class standalone assets to the low- to mid-8 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 36, Down 7 Places. A vacancy rate that remains one of 
the highest in the nation pulled down Indianapolis seven places.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will hire 16,000 workers this year, a 
1.8 percent increase. In 2010, payrolls grew by 8,400 positions.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will build just 55,000 square feet of 
retail space in 2011, down from 510,000 square feet last year.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Payroll expansion and limited construction will sup-
port a 20 basis point vacancy improvement to 12.4 percent this year, 
matching the decline registered in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will reach $14.25 per square foot in 2011, 
while effective rents will end the year at $12.06 per square foot, respec-
tive increases of 0.6 percent and 1.6 percent.

◆ Investment Forecast: Lower-tier value-add plays will remain available 
for long-term buyers with a penchant for risk. Suffi ciently capitalized 
buyers willing to venture down the quality scale may fi nd considerable 
return potential among Class C shopping centers, where cap rates will 
average above 10 percent this year.

Strong Investor Demand for Top-Grade
Assets to Outstrip Available Listings

IndianapolisDown 7 Places 2011 Rank: 36 2010 Rank: 29
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.6% ▲ Construction: 80K ▼ Vacancy: 10 bps ▲ Effective Rents: 0.8% ▲

The Jacksonville employment market will begin to recover this year, 
helping stabilize local retail operating conditions; a more robust re-
bound in the sector remains unlikely until 2012. Property owners in 

the Arlington/Baymeadows/Mandarin submarket, where the vacancy rate 
is the highest in the metro, will benefi t from the addition of 1,000 jobs by 
Bank of America at its Southside Boulevard offi ce. Still, two-thirds of all 
shopping centers marketwide will post vacancy above 10 percent this year, 
hampering owners’ ability to trim concessions. In the Beaches submarket, 
metro-high rents will limit the number of retailers willing to commit to 
long-term leases, and some struggling tenants may forgo renewals. As a re-
sult, vacancy in the area will rise into the low-10 percent range during 2011. 
Properties near St. Johns Town Center in southern Jacksonville will outper-
form, however, as the 1.1 million-square foot retail destination drives traffi c 
to nearby shops.

More opportunities to purchase retail assets that meet investors’ cri-
teria will emerge in Jacksonville this year. Institutions have re-entered the 
multi-tenant arena to acquire best-in-class centers anchored by strong ten-
ants. These deals will transact at average cap rates in the 8 percent range. 
Florida-based buyers also have increased their activity, targeting mid-tier 
anchored assets at fi rst-year returns in the mid-9 percent range and strip 
centers with cap rates above 10 percent. Assumable loans and fi nancing 
supplied by South Florida banks will help investors clear underwriting 
hurdles over the next several quarters; these challenges generally stem 
from assumed lower rents on new leases. Jacksonville will surface as a hot-
bed for single-tenant investors willing to accept cap rates from the mid-6 
percent to low-8 percent range, depending on tenant quality and location.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 44, Down 1 Place. High vacancy will keep rent growth 
modest this year, pushing Jacksonville to the bottom of the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Local employers will add jobs in every sector 
in 2011, expanding payrolls by 9,000 positions, or 1.6 percent, after 800 
workers were let go last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: The pace of inventory growth will fall to 0.2 per-
cent this year as just 80,000 square feet of retail space comes online.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: The relative lack of new construction, coupled with 
the return of job growth, will keep drastic vacancy spikes at bay. Vacancy 
will tick up only 10 basis points this year to 11.7 percent. In 2010, vacancy 
climbed 50 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will inch up 0.2 percent in 2011 to $14.65 per 
square foot as effective rents gain 0.8 percent to $11.89 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: The stationing of a navy aircraft carrier in Mayport 
will boost retail spending in the area. A sizable number of upgrades are 
needed to support the ship, which will create thousands of construction 
jobs over the next fi ve years.  Also, the 4,000 sailors and their families 
anticipated to move to the area will generate several thousand private-
sector positions in 2015.

Southern Jacksonville Retail Healthy; 
Broad-Based Recovery Delayed Until 2012

Jacksonville Down 1 Place 2011 Rank: 44 2010 Rank: 43
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.4% ▲ Construction: 300K ▼ Vacancy: 10 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.7% ▲

The Kansas City retail market will stabilize  in 2011 as recovering pay-
rolls elevate retail sales, but tenant demand will remain insuffi cient 
to fuel widespread vacancy improvements. Renewed job growth and 

spending will prevent another round of store closures this year, while ex-
panding retailers will spur modest leasing activity in newer, high-traffi c 
centers, such as Summit Fair. The 500,000-square foot shopping center in 
the South Kansas City/Jackson County submarket will attract growing 
merchants , a trend that drove occupancy at the site above 80 percent last 
year; the remaining outparcels will come online in 2011. Tenant retention 
and absorption trends in Johnson County, particularly more established 
communities like Olathe and Overland Park , will fare  best, however, due 
to a stronger employment and demographic base that supports healthier 
retail sales . Outside of these attractive suburbs, average shopping center 
vacancy will stay above 10 percent, sustaining concessions near historic 
highs in 2011 .

Retail investment activity took hold  in Kansas City during the second 
half of 2010 and will build in the coming months as buyers target the grow-
ing number of seldom-listed assets coming to market. Many operators have 
agreed with tenants to reduce rents in exchange for longer lease terms. This 
move has helped clarify valuations and attracts investors avoiding assets 
with several short-term leases. Cap rates for these multi-tenant properties 
currently average in the low-10 percent range. Single-tenant listings remain 
in high demand and will account for the majority of closings this year. 
While interest for corporate-backed leases will persist, some 1031-exchange 
buyers will deploy capital in the franchisee market to meet tax deadlines 
and achieve higher returns. Cap rates for single-tenant assets will average 
in the mid-8 percent to low-9 percent range, depending on location and 
strength of tenant.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 26, Down 2 Places. Kansas City fell two spots in the 
index due to soft job formation and high vacancy.

◆ Employment Forecast: In 2011, local businesses will expand payrolls by 
13,000 positions, or 1.4 percent. Last year, 13,900 workers were cut.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will deliver 300,000 square feet this 
year, down from 325,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will dip 10 basis points in 2011 to 10.7 per-
cent, after stabilizing last year.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will end the year at $13.90 per square foot as 
effective rents reach $11.71 per square foot, respective gains of 1.2 per-
cent and 1.7 percent.

◆ Investment Forecast: REO and forced-asset sales may surface in south-
ern Johnson County, where overbuilding occurred in recent years and 
retail corridors are less traveled. As such, owners not fi nancially posi-
tioned to hold through the recovery could divest in 2011, potentially cre-
ating unique long-term plays.

Kansas City Retail Market to Stabilize, but 
Full Recovery Anticipated After 2011

Kansas CityDown 2 Places 2011 Rank: 26 2010 Rank: 24
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.8% ▲ Construction: 746K ▼ Vacancy: 40 bps ▲ Effective Rents: 0.8% ▼

Stronger national economic conditions will increase Las Vegas visitor 
volume in 2011. Healthier gaming revenues will translate into leisure 
and hospitality job creation, bolstering improvements to total employ-

ment. As local companies expand payrolls for the fi rst time since 2007, 
consumer spending will pick up and slow the pace of store closures. With 
vacancy at double its pre-recession level, though, rent reductions will per-
sist through the year. As a result, nearly all retail construction projects will 
remain shelved as developers wait for the absorption of existing inventory, 
a process that will prove lengthy due to the severity of the local housing 
downturn and high unemployment levels. The Northwest and Southwest 
submarkets will recover more slowly than the rest of the metro, with retail 
vacancy rates currently at 10 percent and 16 percent, respectively. During 
the early stages of recovery, an uptick in tourism will primarily benefi t 
property operations near the Strip. Assets close to the Cosmopolitan, likely 
the last mega-resort to be built in the city for several years, will outperform 
the market as visitors fl ock to the new hotel.

Retail transaction velocity in Las Vegas will remain measured during 
2011 as few performing properties come to market. Minimized competi-
tion could present value-add opportunities for investors willing to explore 
deals. Most buyers will bring a signifi cant amount of cash to the table with 
plans to refi nance after operations have stabilized. The potential for higher 
interest rates could pose some risk to this strategy, which will keep cap 
rates elevated throughout the year. Average cap rates for multi-tenant cen-
ters will remain above 10 percent as mostly older, distressed properties 
with replaceable rents change hands. Owners willing to sell single-tenant 
assets can achieve fi rst-year returns in the low- to mid-7 percent range for 
corporate-backed leases, while properties occupied by regional tenants will 
command initial yields above 9 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 40, Up 2 Places. A healthier employment outlook helped 
raise Las Vegas two places in the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Job growth will resume this year as casino com-
panies begin to restaff. By year-end 2011, metro employers will add 
14,000 positions, a 1.8 percent increase.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will deliver 746,000 square feet of 
new retail space this year, the lowest level of completions since 1996.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: A slowdown in construction activity will limit vacan-
cy spikes in 2011. After jumping 70 basis points in 2010, vacancy will rise 
40 basis points to 11.8 percent this year.

◆ Rent Forecast: Owners will hold the line on concessions, though asking 
and effective rents will both drop 0.8 percent in 2011 to $21.02 per square 
foot and $17.77 per square foot, respectively.

◆ Investment Forecast: Investors will soon have the opportunity to acquire 
more troubled assets in Las Vegas. Nearly $1.6 billion of retail proper-
ties, or 10 percent of inventory, are in some level of distress, which will 
encourage banks to clear their books at a faster pace.

Las Vegas Up 2 Places 2011 Rank: 40 2010 Rank: 42

Bargain-Seeking Investors Await
Lender-Owned Listings in Las Vegas
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.5% ▲ Construction: 410K ▼ Vacancy: 30 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.7% ▲

The Los Angeles retail vacancy rate will continue to improve modest-
ly through 2011  as employment levels recuperate from an extended 
downturn and developers remain hesitant to build.  Nevertheless, 

space absorption will total less than half the annual volume recorded prior 
to the recession as retailers expand cautiously, facilitating only incremental 
gains in occupancy. Supply-constrained locations, especially the South Bay 
and Westside Cities, will remain highly attractive to tenants seeking to pen-
etrate new areas,  though challenges will persist in some high-end pockets.  
As residents continue to monitor spending, vacant luxury storefronts will 
be slow to backfi ll, curtailing operators’ ability to trim concessions through 
the fi rst half. Perimeter communities will languish under the weight of weak 
consumer spending and a large volume of available supply, driving owners 
to maintain steep incentives to secure tenants and prevent rollover.  In the 
Greater Downtown area, property operations will demonstrate some stabil-
ity by midyear as strong job growth bolsters shopping trips to local retailers.

Sales activity will recover from recent lows as investors with tenant 
and lending relationships acquire more assets near existing portfolios. The 
current retail climate continues to present opportunities for buyers to pur-
chase seldom-traded assets, and as leasing activity turns the corner, investor 
demand will intensify. Location remains key, with assets along arterials in 
the Westside Cities and Greater Downtown area capturing strong interest. 
Cap rates for infi ll multi-tenant assets anchored by grocers or drugstores 
will average between 7 percent and 8 percent; unanchored centers will be 
offered at yields 100 basis points higher. Despite challenges in periphery 
areas, value-add buyers willing to assume greater risk will target discount-
ed, high-vacancy shopping centers that can be re-tenanted at market rents 
anticipated to signifi cantly eclipse debt service when stabilized.  Available 
single-tenant assets, meanwhile, will trade quickly marketwide , with prop-
erties secured by credit tenants offering returns in the mid-6 percent range 
and those leased to private guarantors closing near the mid-7 percent area .

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 4, Up 2 Places. Low overall vacancy and limited new 
supply propelled Los Angeles into the top fi ve.

◆ Employment Forecast: The addition of 56,000 jobs will expand payrolls 
1.5 percent in 2011, marking the end of three consecutive years of losses.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 410,000 square feet this 
year, a scant 0.2 percent increase in stock and the lowest level on record.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Following a 10 basis point improvement last year, va-
cancy will decline 30 basis points in 2011 to 5.9 percent.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will tick up 1.4 percent this year to $28.42 
per square foot. Concessions will gradually ease as effective rents rise 1.7 
percent to $24.63 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Los Angeles’ inventory of troubled assets will con-
tinue to account for a considerable share of deals through 2011.  At the 
close of 2010, distressed properties totaled nearly $900 million within the 
county and more than $2 billion in the Greater Los Angeles Basin.

Slow Recovery Takes Root Amid Job Market 
Revival, Historically Low Construction

Los AngelesUp 2 Places 2011 Rank: 4 2010 Rank: 6
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Job growth will resume in Louisville this year as major employers 
step up hiring efforts, though the retail market will experience little 
growth. Vacancy will hover in its current range, approximately 200 

basis points above the fi ve-year average. In addition, job creation will cen-
ter on the outskirts of the metro rather than where retailer demand will be 
focused over the next several months, providing limited impetus for im-
proving occupancy. Ford will expand its truck assembly plant northeast of 
downtown by 1,800 positions and potentially generate another 1,000 jobs to 
qualify for a state tax credit, which will buoy retail demand in 2012. South 
of the metro, development near Fort Knox is creating construction jobs, 
though vacancy in the South/Southwest submarket will rise modestly this 
year. Most retailers covet space in the Central submarket, where the risk of 
new competitive stock is minimized and the population base serves as a 
hedge against downturns in consumer demand. Vacant space near the new 
KFC Yum! Center is particularly sought after, as events support traffi c to 
area retailers.

Sales activity will begin to recover this year as investors attempt to 
acquire assets ahead of a stronger upturn in operations. Some multi-tenant 
buildings changed hands at the end of 2010, when buyers’ tolerance for risk 
started to improve. More deals will follow early this year, though investors 
will remain cautious, opting for smaller multi-tenant properties with traffi c-
generating national retailers, such as Starbucks. Cap rates for these assets 
will average in the 9 percent range, but properties with elevated vacancy or 
pending lease renewals will trade as much as 200 basis point higher. Buyer 
interest in single-tenant assets will also rise, although the pace of deal fl ow 
may be measured due to a lack of listings. Most owners in a position to hold 
over the next three to fi ve years will refrain from marketing assets. Single-
tenant trades will report average cap rates in the low-8 percent area.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 24, Down 4 Places. Louisville slipped four positions into 
the bottom half of the index due to elevated vacancy.

◆ Employment Forecast: Louisville employers will add 7,000 positions in 
2011, a 1.2 percent increase. Last year, approximately 6,700 jobs were cut.

◆ Construction Forecast: After 174,000  square feet came online in 2010, 
builders will expand retail inventory by 180,000 square feet during 2011.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will remain at 12.1 percent this year as tenant 
churn limits new space demand. In 2010, vacancy jumped 50 basis points. 

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will increase 1.1 percent to $15.16 per square 
foot. Concessions will contract, generating effective rent growth of 1.7 
percent to $13.32 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Investors willing to hold for a stronger recovery in 
2012 and 2013 may consider properties near suburban job centers, such 
as the Ford assembly plant, to capture above-average upside potential.

Louisville Retail Market Stable; 
Recovery to Strengthen in 2012

Louisville Down 4 Places 2011 Rank: 24 2010 Rank: 20
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A strengthening economy will produce a slight increase in space de-
mand in Miami-Dade County this year, but rents will remain below 
peak levels. Many property owners face a long climb to restore rents 

to pre-recession highs, as average effective rents fell 11 percent from the 
start of the downturn until the end of 2010. Sharper declines were recorded 
in the high-demand Coral Gables/Kendall and West Dade submarkets as 
owners attempted to   avert signifi cant occupancy losses. Metrowide, effec-
tive rents will rise slightly this year as demand improves , but more substan-
tial progress will not occur until vacancy drops to about the mid-6 percent 
range. Reaching that threshold in 2011 would require an additional 500,000 
square feet of net absorption, an improbable outcome given retailers’ hesi-
tance to expand, but less than half the amount needed to lower vacancy to 
the same level one year ago . The market clearly continues to emerge from 
the recession, though, and projected job creation this year will support a 
more robust recovery in operations  in 2012.

Multi-tenant property investment in Miami-Dade recovered in 2010 as 
buyers and sellers more easily agreed on rent levels and property incomes. 
With recent deals to act as guidelines and provide greater transparency on 
values, activity will pick up in the months ahead, while average cap rates 
of 8.5 percent will also encourage investors. Active buyers include local 
entities seeking to trade out of assets with limited additional upside and 
into properties with opportunities to add value as operations strengthen. 
Distressed assets will continue to garner attention, especially when priced 
considerably below replacement cost, an important consideration in this 
supply-constrained market. Coral Gables, Kendall, Doral and affl uent sec-
tions of northern Miami-Dade, such as Aventura, will receive strong inter-
est this year.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 21, Up 5 Places. Miami jumped fi ve places in the NRI, 
supported by an above-average vacancy improvement.

◆ Employment Forecast: A gain of 11,000 trade and professional and busi-
ness services positions will account for most of the 18,000 jobs created in 
2011, a 1.8 percent increase. Last year, 7,500 workers were hired.

◆ Construction Forecast: Approximately 300,000 square feet will come on-
line this year, representing a 0.4 percent expansion of retail stock. Com-
pletions totaled 150,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: After declining 50 basis points last year, countywide 
vacancy will fall 40 basis points in 2011 to 7.2 percent.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will tick up 1 percent this year to $23.34 per 
square foot, accompanied by a 1.7 percent bump in effective rents to $19.92 
per square foot. Concessions will decrease to 14.7 percent of asking rents 
but remain above the 10 percent level in effect at the start of the recession.

◆ Investment Forecast: Steady absorption of condos in downtown Miami 
has created the need for retail to serve new residents. Opportunities will 
continue to arise for investors willing to take on older properties and add 
value through re-tenanting.

Miami-Dade Market Improving, but
Rents Remain Well Below Recent Peak

MiamiUp 5 Places 2011 Rank: 21 2010 Rank: 26
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Statistical

* Estimate ** Forecast 2 See Statistical Summary Note on page 62.

 Vacancy Asking Rent Completions 
 (Year-End)2 ($/Sq. Ft., NNN)2 (000s of Sq. Ft.)2 

 08 09 10* 11**
 9.8% 11.9% 12.1% 11.9%
 9.1% 9.6% 9.2% 8.8%
 6.2% 7.2% 6.8% 6.4%
 8.1% 8.9% 9.4% 9.3%
 9.8% 11.0% 11.2% 11.0%
 12.9% 13.9% 14.0% 14.1%
 11.1% 12.9% 12.9% 12.8%
 10.9% 12.0% 11.0% 10.8%
 11.4% 12.5% 12.2% 11.8%
 9.7% 10.5% 10.1% 9.7%
 10.7% 12.5% 12.0% 11.9%
 8.6% 11.4% 11.3% 11.2%
 12.8% 12.6% 11.3% 10.7%
 11.5% 12.8% 12.6% 12.4%
 8.4% 11.1% 11.6% 11.7%
 10.3% 10.8% 10.8% 10.7%
 8.5% 10.7% 11.4% 11.8%
 4.5% 6.3% 6.2% 5.9%
 9.8% 11.6% 12.1% 12.1%
 6.7% 8.1% 7.6% 7.2%
 9.7% 10.6% 10.5% 10.3%
 8.7% 9.5% 9.3% 9.0%
 6.6% 7.4% 6.8% 6.3%
 6.1% 7.7% 7.8% 7.6%
 4.0% 7.5% 7.1% 6.3%
 5.5% 7.8% 7.6% 7.3%
 4.3% 6.3% 6.6% 6.0%
 8.4% 10.9% 10.5% 10.4%
 7.7% 9.3% 9.0% 8.6%
 9.3% 11.9% 12.6% 12.6%
 6.0% 7.6% 7.1% 6.7%
 8.8% 11.8% 11.7% 11.9%
 7.9% 11.0% 10.3% 10.2%
 9.8% 11.0% 10.7% 10.4%
 9.0% 9.5% 8.9% 8.5%
 3.8% 5.7% 5.3% 4.7%
 3.9% 4.1% 4.2% 3.9%
 3.9% 6.0% 6.1% 5.5%
 4.7% 6.6% 6.4% 5.9%
 9.5% 10.6% 10.0% 9.8%
 7.8% 9.7% 9.9% 9.7%
 8.1% 10.3% 10.6% 10.6%
 5.3% 6.4% 6.7% 6.3%
 7.8% 10.5% 10.8% 10.7%

 08 09 10* 11**
 4,450 2,992 232 450
 1,100 730 170 1,100
 1,591 1,300 951 498
 1,611 1,239 428 245
 5,300 2,567 1,350 1,100
 2,026 1,257 432 369
 1,000 600 282 508
 750 700 275 393
 7,800 4,683 1,300 2,100
 2,400 1,550 650 970
 990 683 700 333
 1,700 500 440 200
 5,300 2,100 325 1,100
 1,700 844 508 55
 1,900 700 211 80
 2,000 722 325 300
 5,900 1,800 817 746
 3,000 3,100 1,400 410
 223 27 174 180
 2,160 800 150 300
 1,032 515 735 485
 800 239 320 300
 1,461 185 181 73
 3,423 3,612 2,000 1,000
 1,535 854 2,700 407
 1,201 451 270 98
 843 229 190 150
 3,300 900 157 300
 2,118 2,095 1,000 400
 7,200 2,924 480 290
 1,437 379 240 215
 5,755 1,247 199 173
 1,329 1,100 220 700
 1,385 926 300 575
 3,954 1,098 800 300
 480 260 210 192
 300 90 58 140
 350 285 310 80
 2,700 1,231 230 70
 825 686 150 148
 3,639 1,100 458 450
 2,134 375 359 100
 5,378 2,348 3,100 1,400
 850 562 41 150

 08 09 10* 11**
 $17.46  $16.53  $16.62  $16.80 
 $20.54  $19.94  $19.54  $19.84 
 $21.79  $21.10  $21.03  $21.31 
 $18.06  $17.38  $17.19  $17.28 
 $19.70  $18.92  $18.61  $18.73 
 $14.57  $14.21  $14.14  $14.21 
 $15.38  $14.98  $14.89  $14.96 
 $12.60  $12.10  $12.15  $12.27 
 $15.84  $15.25  $15.22  $15.49 
 $17.04  $16.17  $16.30  $16.45 
 $17.39  $16.52  $16.50  $16.55 
 $19.22  $18.43  $18.09  $18.18 
 $15.88  $15.32  $15.23  $15.55 
 $14.81  $14.15  $14.17  $14.25 
 $15.53  $14.61  $14.62  $14.65 
 $14.07  $13.63  $13.73  $13.90 
 $23.46  $21.83  $21.20  $21.02 
 $29.85  $28.24  $28.03  $28.42 
 $15.22  $14.88  $14.99  $15.16 
 $24.58  $23.22  $23.11  $23.34 
 $15.24  $14.70  $14.51  $14.62 
 $17.82  $17.23  $17.12  $17.15 
 $21.66  $20.70  $20.67  $20.94 
 $24.00  $22.98  $23.08  $23.31 
 $72.24  $64.90  $67.29  $71.12 
 $29.06  $27.32  $27.13  $27.08 
 $31.56  $29.53  $29.46  $30.09 
 $18.64  $17.35  $17.05  $17.14 
 $19.94  $19.38  $19.37  $19.62 
 $19.41  $18.34  $18.21  $18.32 
 $20.26  $19.56  $19.46  $19.64 
 $21.83  $20.91  $20.53  $20.43 
 $23.08  $21.42  $21.34  $21.43 
 $16.51  $15.77  $15.65  $15.72 
 $14.84  $14.35  $14.29  $14.49 
 $28.97  $27.61  $27.66  $28.08 
 $34.15  $32.79  $32.44  $33.35 
 $31.51  $29.81  $29.68  $30.10 
 $22.89  $21.64  $21.35  $21.61 
 $15.06  $14.40  $14.31  $14.42 
 $15.32  $14.22  $13.89  $13.97 
 $17.34  $16.63  $16.34  $16.26 
 $27.57  $26.14  $25.98  $26.46 
 $22.51  $20.89  $20.62  $20.72 
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Summary

* Estimate ** Forecast 2 See Statistical Summary Note on page 62.

Household Employment Unemployment
Income2 Change2 Rate2

 08 09 10* 11**
 7.7% 10.3% 10.1% 9.8%
 5.7% 7.3% 6.9% 6.8%
 6.1% 8.5% 7.4% 7.6%
 8.6% 12.1% 10.5% 10.2%
 7.5% 11.0% 9.9% 10.3%
 7.2% 9.9% 9.5% 9.2%
 7.7% 9.5% 9.5% 9.2%
 6.7% 9.0% 8.4% 8.1%
 6.4% 8.3% 8.1% 8.1%
 6.4% 7.4% 8.7% 8.6%
 11.6% 16.0% 13.6% 13.6%
 7.1% 10.4% 10.7% 10.1%
 5.9% 8.4% 8.2% 8.0%
 6.7% 8.4% 8.9% 9.6%
 7.6% 11.4% 11.3% 10.5%
 7.1% 8.7% 8.9% 8.4%
 9.2% 13.2% 14.9% 14.7%
 9.6% 12.3% 12.9% 12.6%
 8.1% 10.1% 9.7% 9.9%
 8.5% 11.6% 13.4% 12.3%
 6.5% 8.9% 8.2% 8.1%
 6.4% 7.3% 6.8% 5.4%
 6.7% 8.8% 9.2% 9.2%
 6.3% 9.5% 9.0% 9.5%
 6.3% 9.4% 8.8% 9.4%
 8.1% 11.4% 11.4% 10.8%
 7.0% 9.9% 9.5% 9.4%
 7.9% 11.7% 11.7% 11.0%
 6.6% 9.0% 9.1% 9.1%
 7.0% 8.6% 8.9% 8.4%
 8.4% 10.5% 10.4% 10.8%
 10.6% 14.5% 14.5% 14.3%
 8.8% 12.2% 12.5% 12.6%
 4.9% 6.4% 7.6% 7.5%
 5.7% 7.1% 7.4% 7.4%
 7.6% 10.5% 10.4% 10.3%
 6.4% 9.1% 9.4% 8.6%
 8.2% 11.9% 11.3% 11.6%
 6.6% 9.1% 9.1% 9.0%
 8.1% 10.2% 9.9% 9.6%
 8.5% 12.3% 12.6% 11.9%
 6.9% 8.2% 8.8% 8.9%
 4.8% 6.3% 6.0% 6.4%
 8.4% 12.1% 12.2% 11.1%

 08 09 10* 11**
 -3.5% -5.0% 0.6% 1.6%
 0.6% -2.4% 2.5% 3.6%
 -0.8% -3.5% 1.3% 2.1%
 -2.8% -5.6% 0.6% 2.1%
 -2.7% -5.3% -0.5% 1.3%
 -2.4% -3.6% -0.1% 1.3%
 -3.0% -5.1% 1.7% 1.1%
 -1.7% -3.6% -0.1% 1.7%
 -1.2% -3.0% 1.4% 2.7%
 -1.3% -4.5% 0.5% 2.0%
 -5.3% -7.9% -1.0% 0.5%
 -6.1% -5.3% 0.1% 1.4%
 0.7% -3.8% 0.5% 2.6%
 -2.6% -4.2% 1.0% 1.8%
 -3.9% -4.3% -0.1% 1.6%
 -1.2% -3.2% -1.4% 1.4%
 -6.0% -8.0% -2.0% 1.8%
 -3.5% -5.5% -0.2% 1.5%
 -2.4% -2.8% -1.1% 1.2%
 -4.6% -4.2% 0.8% 1.8%
 -1.8% -5.8% 0.5% 1.8%
 -2.0% -4.6% 1.7% 1.5%
 -2.6% -5.6% 0.3% 1.5%
 -2.8% -2.9% -0.5% 0.5%
 -0.3% -3.5% 2.0% 2.3%
 -4.0% -6.0% -1.3% 1.4%
 -4.8% -6.7% 1.9% 2.6%
 -4.7% -4.8% 1.0% 2.3%
 -1.4% -3.6% 0.3% 1.0%
 -5.7% -6.4% 1.7% 2.1%
 -3.2% -5.5% 0.2% 1.9%
 -6.3% -6.8% -0.6% 1.5%
 -4.0% -5.8% -1.5% 1.2%
 -1.9% -4.2% -0.2% 2.0%
 0.3% -2.4% 1.0% 2.4%
 -2.5% -5.4% 0.4% 1.9%
 -1.5% -6.1% -1.2% 2.2%
 -2.2% -6.2% 0.8% 2.5%
 -1.8% -5.4% 1.0% 2.2%
 -2.5% -3.4% 1.0% 1.7%
 -5.1% -4.8% 0.7% 2.1%
 -2.8% -4.7% 0.8% 2.2%
 -0.7% -1.7% 1.9% 2.9%
 -5.4% -6.0% 1.6% 2.4%

 09 10* 11**
 $53,627 $54,972 $56,755
 $57,386 $58,668 $60,193
 $74,869 $75,865 $77,980
 $50,969 $52,416 $54,259
 $57,950 $58,515 $60,034
 $54,897 $55,627 $55,747
 $46,750 $47,575 $47,614
 $53,687 $54,499 $55,011
 $56,135 $56,808 $58,595
 $56,928 $57,242 $58,528
 $45,843 $46,561 $47,602
 $54,242 $55,088 $57,163
 $55,999 $56,889 $58,754
 $48,874 $48,509 $48,889
 $56,561 $57,841 $60,142
 $54,772 $54,670 $55,570
 $54,476 $54,510 $55,906
 $56,827 $56,751 $57,914
 $50,001 $50,150 $50,860
 $46,599 $46,545 $48,295
 $50,910 $51,404 $52,554
 $64,609 $65,359 $66,937
 $72,885 $73,058 $73,056
 $67,901 $68,288 $70,225
 $57,622 $58,869 $60,754
 $73,951 $74,879 $76,572
 $74,030 $75,056 $76,502
 $52,391 $52,583 $54,131
 $61,806 $61,626 $62,840
 $54,045 $52,376 $52,666
 $56,352 $55,975 $57,062
 $54,904 $55,411 $56,374
 $58,326 $58,002 $59,072
 $57,999 $56,136 $57,376
 $48,646 $49,234 $50,254
 $61,681 $62,338 $63,525
 $82,108 $82,650 $83,917
 $87,719 $88,002 $89,802
 $71,164 $70,666 $72,071
 $52,725 $53,024 $53,909
 $49,219 $49,326 $51,733
 $44,052 $43,451 $43,651
 $86,499 $87,423 $89,661
 $55,207 $55,816 $57,888
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.8% ▲ Construction: 485K ▼ Vacancy: 20 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.8% ▲

The Milwaukee retail recovery will gain momentum this year as leas-
ing activity increases and job growth takes hold. Manufacturing and 
education and health services employers will expand payrolls by 

more than 5 percent during 2011, adding 6,500 positions. Mining equip-
ment manufacturer Bucyrus International Inc., for example, will create 515 
jobs. Improving employment will trigger retailer expansions, particularly 
big-box tenants, fueling the sector recovery. Nearly one-third of all dark 
space falls within the 30,000 square feet-plus segment. As national retail-
ers such as Ashley Furniture fi ll large blocks of vacant space,  nearby in-
line parcels will become more attractive. Metrowide, leasing activity  has 
picked up, though the size of new leases is 25 percent below the average 
at the beginning of the recovery. As the local economy improves and new 
anchors drive traffi c, however, smaller retailers will regain confi dence and 
ink larger deals, accelerating the rate of absorption this year.

Local investors will target stabilized retail assets in core locations, with 
strip centers in the $1 million to $5 million range receiving the strongest 
interest. Many of these assets have current market rents in place and are 
priced below replacement costs. First-year yields on stabilized strip centers 
average in the high-8 percent to low-9 percent range, and nonperforming 
properties with deferred maintenance exceed 10 percent. REITs and region-
al investors will target single-tenant properties in stable submarkets , par-
ticularly national restaurants and drugstores, to fulfi ll long-term objectives 
with reduced risk. Single-tenant assets with national-credit tenants trade at 
cap rates in the mid-7 percent to low-8 percent range, while properties with 
lesser guarantors change hands 100 basis points higher.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 33, Down 3 Places. Only modest rent growth and high 
vacancy resulted in a three-position drop for Milwaukee in the 2011 NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Metrowide payrolls will increase by 1.8 percent 
this year, or 14,600 jobs, up from the creation of 3,900 positions in 2010.

◆ Construction Forecast: In 2011, developers will deliver 485,000 square 
feet of new retail space, a 0.5 percent inventory increase and the lowest 
stock addition since 2001.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will dip 20 basis points this year to 10.3 per-
cent, after falling 10 basis points in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will climb 0.8 percent to $14.62 per square 
foot, the fi rst annual increase in two years. Effective rents will advance 
0.8 percent to $12.82 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Some local buyers will take advantage of multi-
tenant properties offered at low per-square-foot prices. Older, distressed 
assets in secondary locations can cash fl ow almost immediately if ac-
quired at low enough prices, though tenant churn remains a signifi cant 
challenge in these areas.

Improving Milwaukee Job Market
Spurring Big-Box Leasing Activity

Milwaukee Down 3 Places 2011 Rank: 33 2010 Rank: 30
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.5% ▲ Construction: 300K ▼ Vacancy: 30 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.8% ▲

The expanding Twin Cities job market will strengthen retail space de-
mand in 2011 as re-employed residents increase store visits. The leas-
ing market made considerable headway last year, primarily within 

the Interstate 494 loop, pulling net absorption into positive territory. As 
2011 progresses and regional and corporate retailers proceed with growth 
plans, space demand will spread beyond inner-ring corridors. Department 
store Gordmans , for instance, will make its market debut by opening sites 
in Washington and Dakota counties, while Whole Foods will fi ll space for-
merly occupied by Circuit City in Minnetonka. These traffi c-generating re-
tailers will encourage other tenants to consider neighboring vacant space , 
helping stabilize suburban operations. Marketwide  absorption of the 1.6 
million square feet vacated through the downturn will require at least an-
other year, however, with a slower recovery expected in far-reaching areas 
like Rogers and Rosemount.

Low interest rates will drive investor urgency in 2011, spurring com-
petitive bids. Multiple offers for the limited number of single-tenant assets 
leased by drugstores and fast-food chains will encourage buyers to broad-
en acquisition targets. As a result, dollar stores outside of fi rst-ring areas, 
where price points fall below $1 million and yields average above corporate-
backed leases, will receive greater demand . Cap rates for national-credit 
single-tenant deals will compress to the low- to mid-7 percent range this 
year, while returns for assets with lesser retailers will stabilize closer to 9 
percent. Multi-tenant buyers are resurfacing, but deal fl ow will hinge on 
the availability of listings.  Some owners will view the pace of recovery as 
too slow and attempt to capitalize on strong investor demand to redeploy 
capital elsewhere. Top-tier shopping  centers will trade in the low-8 percent 
range, while yields among mid- and lower-tier assets will average between 
9 percent and 10 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 17, Down 5 Places. Only pedestrian improvements in 
employment and retail operations enabled fi ve markets to pass the Twin 
Cities in this year’s ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will expand payrolls by 1.5 percent in 
2011, adding 25,500 jobs. Last year, 28,000 positions were created.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 300,000 square feet of 
new retail space this year, down slightly from 320,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Improved retail sales will lure more tenants to the 
market. Following a 20 basis points drop last year, vacancy will decrease 
30 basis points this year to 9 percent.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will grow 0.2 percent in 2011 to $17.15 per 
square foot as effective rents rise 0.8 percent to $14.73 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Woodbury offi cials are moving forward with plans 
to build out underdeveloped areas of the city. Construction of a Super-
Target and new housing units, along with infrastructure improvements, 
will bolster foot traffi c in the growing community, creating stable invest-
ment opportunities for long-term hold buyers. 

Retailer Interest Spreads to Suburban 
Corridors, Cementing Retail Recovery

Minneapolis-St. PaulDown 5 Places 2011 Rank: 17 2010 Rank: 12
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.5% ▲ Construction: 73K ▼ Vacancy: 50 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.1% ▲

Retail vacancy in the New Haven market will slip to the low-6 per-
cent range this year, signifi cantly less than the national level, due to 
minimal completions and strengthening demand. Contrasting  levels 

of shopping center vacancy, though, will continue in each county. High 
household incomes and growing employment will generate shopper traffi c 
in Fairfi eld County, sustaining shopping center vacancy in the mid-4 per-
cent range. While the rate in the county can spike suddenly due to the small 
stock of properties, spaces fi ll quickly thanks to solid demographics. Shop-
ping center vacancy in New Haven County averaged in the low-11 percent 
range last year, and improving economic conditions will reduce the rate by 
up to 40 basis points in 2011. Nearly 75 percent of shopping centers in the 
county were built prior to 1990, and high vacancy will persist at many old 
properties in secondary locations beset by recent store closures. Centers in 
primary locations, however, are better positioned to retain tenants, with 
many assets posting vacancy of 9 percent or less.

The market remains under-retailed and subject to constraints on devel-
opment, factors that will sustain investor interest in multi-tenant listings and 
contribute to greater activity in 2011. Multi-tenant property values could 
come under further pressure this year, however, as average effective rents 
in the market remain about 9 percent less than the pre-recession peak. Ad-
ditional reductions of effective rents to market rate will occur at many prop-
erties as leases roll over, although tenant requests for rent cuts on unexpired 
leases will be rebuffed due to improving shopper traffi c. While the rent out-
look remains complicated, owners of high-occupancy properties in Fairfi eld 
County appear best positioned to raise rents in excess of the marketwide 
forecast. These assets will draw the greatest interest when listed, and com-
petitive bidding will enable operators to realize price and return objectives.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 22, Down 7 Places. New Haven fell seven spots in the 
index, though conditions are improving on par with the nation.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will create 11,700 positions this year, 
a 1.5 percent increase. Approximately 2,000 jobs were added in 2010.

◆ Construction Forecast: A mere 73,000 square feet will come online in 
2011, all in Fairfi eld County. Last year, 181,000 square feet was completed.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Improving demand will reduce vacancy 50 basis 
points this year to 6.3 percent. Vacancy fell 60 basis points in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 1.3 percent in 2011 to $20.94 per 
square foot. Lower vacancy will support a 2.1 percent climb in effective 
rents to $18.32 per square foot, reducing concessions to 12.5 percent of 
asking rents.

◆ Investment Forecast: With its stock of older, underperforming shopping 
centers, New Haven County will remain a focus for experienced value-
add investors. Assets with undeveloped outparcels or additional devel-
opable land, especially, will garner attention from investors with strong 
connections to national retailers.

Strong Fairfi eld County Sustains Low Vacancy,
While New Haven Remains Challenged

New Haven Down 7 Places 2011 Rank: 22 2010 Rank: 15
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Market Forecast Employment: 0.5% ▲ Construction: 1.0M ▼ Vacancy: 20 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.5% ▲

With a vacancy rate nearly 300 basis points less than the national av-
erage at the start of 2011, New Jersey will retain its position among 
the country’s strongest retail markets. Several areas merit atten-

tion, but two emerge as potential out-performers. In Bergen County, shop-
ping center vacancy has already dropped to less than the level recorded 
at the start of the recession. Retailers in the county will continue to benefi t 
from heavy traffi c and renewed job growth there and in nearby New York 
City. Consequently, property owners will increasingly leverage lower va-
cancy to withdraw concessions and begin raising rents in 2011, perhaps by 
as much as 4 percent. Elsewhere, shopping center vacancy in Monmouth 
County will fall to the high-7 percent range this year as elevated incomes 
draw retailers. As a result, local operators will aggressively pursue reduced 
leasing incentives.

Improving retail property conditions and attractive pricing could gen-
erate additional transactions in the months ahead. Cap rates generally range 
from 7.7 percent to 8.0 percent for performing multi-tenant properties and 
from 7.2 percent to 7.5 percent for single-tenant assets. Potential rent reduc-
tions on expiring leases remain an issue in areas with high vacancy, such 
as Somerset County and sections of Camden County. Nonetheless, much 
of the demand for viable and performing multi-tenant properties goes un-
fulfi lled, with deal volume suppressed by a lack of listed product. Owners 
who have maintained property performance through the recession and the 
early stages of the recovery will likely fi nd strong demand for their assets 
and limited competition from other for-sale properties. These owners may 
increasingly contemplate asset dispositions and reinvestment into proper-
ties with greater upside potential.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 11, Down 6 Places. Ongoing weakness in the govern-
ment sector cast down New Jersey six spots and out of the top 10.

◆ Employment Forecast: Increased private-sector hiring will contribute to 
the creation of 18,500 jobs statewide in 2011, a 0.5 percent gain. Last year, 
total employment shrank by 19,000 positions, including the loss of more 
than 28,000 government jobs.

◆ Construction Forecast: Approximately 1 million square feet of space will 
come online in 2011, primarily in small strip centers. Last year, 2 million 
square feet was delivered.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: A reduction in completions and resurgent space de-
mand will underpin a 20 basis point decline in vacancy during 2011 to 7.6 
percent. The vacancy rate ticked up 10 basis points in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Driven by more signifi cant increases in Northern New Jer-
sey, statewide asking rents will rise 1 percent this year to $23.31 per square 
foot. Effective rents will advance 1.5 percent to $20.56 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: The bankruptcy fi ling of grocer A&P at the end of 
2010 could result in store closures or renegotiated leases, affecting prop-
erty valuations. Some investors may scrutinize centers anchored by the 
grocer as potential value-add opportunities.

Tight Vacancies Hold 
New Jersey Among Top Markets

New JerseyDown 6 Places 2011 Rank: 11 2010 Rank: 5
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.3% ▲ Construction: 407K ▼ Vacancy: 80 bps ▼ Asking Rents: 5.7% ▲

Expanding employment and the continuing rebound in retail spend-
ing  will drive improvements in retail vacancy and rents in New York 
City, making it one of the top markets in the country during 2011. 

Several trends will develop this year, potentially affecting near- and long-
term operating conditions. Among these, weakness in the U.S. dollar will 
increase tourist volume, providing strong support for restaurants and re-
tailers in highly visited areas, including Times Square and Fifth Avenue. 
Bolstered by the infl ux of foreign visitors, local hotel occupancy surpassed 
80 percent last year and could swell to the mid-80 percent range in 2011 due 
to robust tourism and rising business travel. As foot traffi c and spending 
strengthen during the year, Walmart will renew its push to open stores in 
New York. The retailer is considering sites in each borough, and its possible 
entrance into the city would signal greater willingness among local offi cials 
to embrace big-box retailers.

Financing for acquisitions of mixed-use properties continues to im-
prove, with loan-to-value ratios generally ranging from 50 percent to 55 
percent. Investors remain highly attracted to assets in most of Manhattan, 
although properties in the Bowery, Lower Eastside and Financial District 
command especially keen interest. In Brooklyn, transformation of the re-
tail property market paused during the recession but appears to be gaining 
momentum. The Brooklyn housing market continues to recover, sustaining 
strong interest from national retailers for spaces along primary retail cor-
ridors such as Atlantic Avenue. In addition, more than 3,000 hotel rooms 
are slated for development in the borough, and demand for retail space to 
serve and entertain visitors will increase as a result.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 2, Up 2 Places. New York City rose two positions to the 
#2 spot in this year’s ranking, fueled by projections for accelerating job 
growth and the sharpest forecast decline in vacancy.

◆ Employment Forecast: Hiring will pick up in 2011 with the addition of 
84,000 jobs, a 2.3 percent increase. Last year, total employment grew 2 
percent through the creation of 71,000 positions.

◆ Construction Forecast: Completions will fall to 407,000 square feet in 
2011 from 2.7 million square feet last year. This year’s total includes 
197,000 square feet of space in Manhattan.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: A vigorous economy will drive down citywide va-
cancy 80 basis points this year to 6.3 percent; positive net absorption will 
total 846,000 square feet. In 2010, vacancy decreased 40 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: After rising 3.7 percent last year, the average asking rent 
in the market will climb 5.7 percent to $71.12 per square foot in 2011.

◆ Investment Forecast: An expansion of fi nancing capacity would release 
pent-up investor demand and trigger a greater number of transactions 
involving development sites. Purchases of sites for redevelopment re-
mained virtually dormant over the past two years.

Rising Tourism, Strengthening Economy
Stoke New York City Retail Market 

New York City Up 2 Places 2011 Rank: 2 2010 Rank: 4
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.4% ▲ Construction: 98K ▼ Vacancy: 30 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.4% ▲

Broader retail occupancy gains will emerge in 2011 as a 30-year low 
in construction meets with modestly healthier leasing activity and 
the resumption of job growth. Last year, vacancy edged down in the 

East Alameda and Central Contra Costa submarkets as leasing picked up 
among major chains. As 2011 progresses, more expanding retailers, includ-
ing grocery stores, will increase their East Bay presence, encouraging ab-
sorption of in-line space. Despite a drop-off in construction and expecta-
tions for slight improvements in vacancy in 2011, the East Bay will end the 
year with roughly 2.3 million square feet more dark space than before the 
recession. Effective rents will begin to tick up, but robust growth will have 
to wait until more signifi cant retailer demand returns and space vacated 
during the downturn is absorbed.

Location will drive investment decisions in 2011, focusing buyers’ at-
tention on desirable pockets like the Interstate 680 corridor in the Central 
Contra Costa and East Alameda submarkets. Investors will remain wary 
of assets in Oakland and parts of East Contra Costa, such as Antioch and 
Pittsburg, where vacancy far exceeds the metro average and demographic 
trends are less favorable for retail. Over the last year, most transactions in-
volved cash buyers in the less-than-$2 million price range; however, deals 
over $5 million could pick up as more properties come to market and debt 
constraints loosen, either by way of traditional lenders or through seller 
fi nancing. Overall, cap rates for multi-tenant properties in better locations 
will average from the low-7 percent to mid-8 percent range this year. Re-
turns on most single-tenant deals will hover in the mid-6 percent to high-
7 percent range, with the most sought-after credit-tenant, long-term-lease 
deals trading below 6 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 20, Down 2 Places. Oakland fell closer to the middle of 
the ranking, driven by only modest job gains and declining asking rents.

◆ Employment Forecast: Job growth will resume in 2011 with the addition 
of 12,400 positions, a 1.4 percent gain. In 2010, employment contracted 
by 1.3 percent.

◆ Construction Forecast: Only 98,000 square feet of new retail space will 
be delivered in 2011, down from 270,000 square feet last year.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: After slipping 20 basis points in 2010, vacancy will 
decline 30 basis points this year to 7.3 percent. Despite improvement, va-
cancy will remain 460 basis points above its last cyclical low in late 2005.

◆ Rent Forecast: Still-elevated vacancy will lead to a 0.2 percent reduction 
in asking rents to $27.08 per square foot this year. Owners will begin to 
trim concessions, though, pushing up effective rents 0.4 percent to $23.77 
per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: REO sales will rise in 2011 as lenders become more 
realistic with price expectations. Buyers seeking turnaround opportuni-
ties may be able to purchase lower-quality assets at signifi cant discounts 
as investors’ fl ight-to-quality strategy continues.

Investors Target Premium Locations but
Remain Wary of Outlying Areas

OaklandDown 2 Places 2011 Rank: 20 2010 Rank: 18
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 The Orange County retail market will improve in 2011 as white-collar 
job growth stimulates consumer spending and national retailers back-
fi ll space. Last year, Burlington Coat Factory, Forever 21 and REI 

moved forward with expansion plans and leased sites vacated  by shuttered 
businesses. Additional chains will follow suit and secure locations near em-
ployment centers and major shopping and tourist destinations, supporting 
100 basis point vacancy improvements in both the Coastal and Central sub-
markets. As a result, shopping center owners in these well-traveled areas will 
begin to recapture lost rents and trim concession by midyear. While tighten-
ing in high-traffi c areas signals an upturn in tenant demand, pockets of the 
metro still face challenges. Shopping center vacancies in blue-collar commu-
nities, particularly Fullerton and Buena Park, averaged near 11 percent as 
2010 came to a close and will remain higher than the marketwide average 
in 2011, limiting owners’ ability to reassert pricing power . Similarly, to the 
south, several  centers proximate to hard-hit housing areas will post vacan-
cies in double digits again this year and will face longer re-tenanting times.

As property operations improve and accessibility to fi nancing increas-
es, single- and multi-tenant assets will receive multiple offers. Private buy-
ers and REITs will pursue corporate-backed triple-net listings, though the 
for-sale pipeline will remain insuffi cient to satisfy demand. This shortage 
drove cap rates among best-in-class assets 50 basis points lower last year to 
the low-6 percent range. First-year yields will likely stabilize by mid-2011, 
however, as returns approach pre-recession levels. Investors faced  with a 
lack of single-tenant assets and encouraged by leasing activity in the multi-
tenant sector will expand their acquisition targets .  Some buyers will seek 
to acquire strip centers that once catered primarily to luxury and specialty 
retailers in order to re-confi gure tenant rosters with retailers that appeal to 
a broader mix of customers . 

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 5, Up 2 Places. Boasting California’s fastest growing job 
market and one of the nation’s largest drops in vacancy this year, Orange 
County climbed two places in the index.

◆ Employment Forecast: In 2011, employers will increase payrolls by 
36,000 jobs, or 2.6 percent, after adding 25,400 positions last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: Retail stock will expand by 150,000 square feet 
this year, down from 190,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Subdued supply growth and recovering leasing ac-
tivity will result in a 60 basis point vacancy improvement in 2011 to 6 
percent. Last year, vacancy ticked up 30 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will appreciate 2.1 percent this year to $30.09 
per square foot. Owners will retract concessions modestly as effective 
rents rise 2.5 percent to $26.21 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Cap rates for unanchored  strip centers will aver-
age in the low- to mid-7  percent range with as much as a 100 basis point 
premium for grocery-anchored assets.

Orange County Investor Activity
Picks up as Economy Gains Momentum

Orange County Up 2 Places 2011 Rank: 5 2010 Rank: 7
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.3% ▲ Construction: 300K ▲ Vacancy: 10 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.9% ▲

Properties will continue to stabilize in 2011, although a resurgence of 
the substantial household growth that supported low vacancy and ro-
bust rent gains in the middle of the last decade remains at least a year 

away. Net absorption will total approximately 400,000 square feet this year 
as retailers tentatively re-enter the market, illustrating the subdued pace of 
demand growth that will persist until household creation patterns resume. 
More than 20,000 new households were formed in Orlando annually in the 
fi ve years preceding the recession, but less than half that amount was cre-
ated in each of the past two years. Improved hiring will bolster household 
creation in 2011, though growth will remain limited by continued challeng-
es faced by residents elsewhere attempting to sell homes and relocate to Or-
lando. As a result, retail property performance will gradually improve as a 
slow expansion by retailers provides only minimal traction for rent growth. 
Operating conditions remain challenging, as evidenced by the Orlando City 
Council’s approval of cash incentives to lure retailers downtown.

In the coming months, grocery-anchored centers in primary locations 
will garner interest when listed, but distressed properties will still repre-
sent a   signifi cant share of multi-tenant sales. At the end of 2010, the market 
had more than $300 million of distressed assets, one of the highest totals in 
the Southeast. The recovery of rents and re-tenanting of vacant space will 
likely proceed too slowly to relieve diffi culties for many owners, and more 
of these assets will come to market in the months ahead. Buyers will contin-
ue to place strong bids for listings in high-traffi c, high-demand areas while 
assets in tertiary locations garner limited interest. Single-tenant properties 
net-leased to top-rated national tenants will also command attention, with 
cap rates settling in the low- to mid-7 percent range. Trades may decline, 
however, due to a shortage of newly built and recently leased assets.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 32, Up 8 Places. Orlando posted the largest rise in the 
NRI, jumping eight places due to stronger job growth and a resurgent 
tourism sector.

◆ Employment Forecast: This year, employers will create 23,500 jobs, a 2.3 
percent increase and an improvement from 2010, when 10,000 workers 
were hired.

◆ Construction Forecast: Projects totaling 300,000 square feet will come 
online in 2011, representing a scant 0.3 percent expansion in stock. Last 
year, completions totaled 157,000 square feet.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Tepid space demand will reduce vacancy 10 basis points 
to 10.4 percent this year, compared with a 40 basis point decline in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 0.5 percent in 2011 to $17.14 per 
square foot. Effective rents will tick up 0.9 percent to $14.54 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: With the hospitality market recovery projected to 
accelerate in the year ahead, investors will increasingly consider restau-
rants and convenience stores near limited-service hotels, as these proper-
ties will benefi t from improving visitor volume.

Subpar Household Creation to
Weigh on Orlando Retail Sector

OrlandoUp 8 Places 2011 Rank: 32 2010 Rank: 40
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.0% ▲ Construction: 400K ▼ Vacancy: 40 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.7% ▲

Philadelphia store closures will slow in 2011, and the absorption of re-
tail space by new and expanding retailers will rise as the local econo-
my strengthens. As a result, vacancy will fall for the second consecu-

tive year and rents will grow as many property owners gradually reassert 
pricing power in the second half. Operational challenges, however, will 
persist in some areas. In the Pennsylvania portion of the market, conces-
sions were higher than the metrowide average at the end of last year. The 
use of leasing incentives may decline only modestly in 2011, especially in 
parts of Chester and Montgomery counties, where vacancy remains in dou-
ble digits. Across the river, minimal construction and a stronger job mar-
ket will support improved space demand in New Jersey. Numerous older 
properties in secondary and tertiary locations, though, posted vacancy in 
the high teens at the end of 2010, and many of these assets face prolonged 
diffi culties re-tenanting.

Despite the challenges ahead this year, the market remains in the ini-
tial stages of a recovery, and investors will step up efforts to secure assets 
ahead of more robust improvements in property operations. In the multi-
tenant segment, opportunities may emerge in the form of distressed assets 
and sales related to estate issues and partnership restructurings . Investors 
making offers not contingent on fi nancing will command attention from 
motivated sellers, many of whom may be willing to accept speed of ex-
ecution over modestly higher bids . Distressed multi-tenant properties will 
continue to surface, although assets facing protracted recoveries in opera-
tions due to poor location or excessive vacancy will likely be bypassed . In 
the single-tenant sector, properties with top-rated credit tenants remain in 
demand, and the expansion plans of well-known national brands will be 
followed closely.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 12, Down 2 Places. Philadelphia retreated two places in 
the index, as the pace of job growth remains below average.

◆ Employment Forecast: Total employment will expand 1 percent, or by 
28,000 jobs, in 2011. Government sector losses limited job growth to 9,000 
positions last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete an aggregate 400,000 
square feet this year, down from 1 million square feet during 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: A decline in construction and improving space de-
mand will push down vacancy 40 basis points in 2011 to 8.6 percent. 
Demand will increase slightly more than the marketwide trend in New 
Castle County, as vacancy there will fall 80 basis points to 7.9 percent.

◆ Rent Forecast: In 2011, asking rents will rise 1.3 percent to $19.62 per 
square foot as effective rents gain 2.7 percent to $17.57 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Continuing low interest rates could drive down 
cap rates by as much as 50 basis points this year. The best single-tenant 
properties will trade in the mid-6 percent range at the beginning of 2011, 
while well-located multi-tenant properties will command cap rates of 
about 7.5 percent.

Rent Growth Gaining Traction as
Vacancies Continue to Decline

Philadelphia Down 2 Places 2011 Rank: 12 2010 Rank: 10
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.1% ▲ Construction: 290K ▼ Vacancy: 0 bps ■ Effective Rents: 0.6% ▲

The year ahead marks the start of a lengthy journey back to normalized 
property operations in the Phoenix retail sector as encouraging trends 
materialize. Positive net absorption will occur for the fi rst time in two 

years due to a projected increase in spending and modest improvement in 
tenant demand. In addition, depressed home building will limit shopping 
center development for the next several years, providing a foundation for 
future rises in demand to signifi cantly reduce the vacancy rate. Although 
these trends brighten the market outlook, high vacancy in many areas con-
tinues to serve as a reminder of the considerable store closures that have 
occurred and the magnitude of challenges ahead. Areas with high vacancy 
include those where the housing downturn was most severe. In Surprise 
and El Mirage, the vacancy rate in properties opened since 2007 exceeds 
25 percent. Several spaces in these areas will remain dark this year and not 
become viable retail locations until the housing market strengthens.

The market’s high vacancy and recent rent declines will sustain aver-
age cap rates of around 10 percent for multi-tenant assets. Intense interest 
in top-rated single-tenant properties, though, will keep cap rates for these 
properties near 7 percent in the months ahead. Distress remains a primary 
concern in the Phoenix market, and the projected lengthy recovery in prop-
erty performance will only prolong diffi culties for many owners. At the 
start of this year, more than $1.3 billion of retail  properties in the market 
were distressed, one of the largest amounts in the country. While these list-
ings will provide attractively priced opportunities for investors, they con-
tinue to come to the market very slowly as many lenders elect to stabilize 
or restore property performance before listing.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 35, Up 2 Places. A healthy employment forecast nudged 
Phoenix two positions higher in the NRI, but the high vacancy rate kept 
the market in the bottom half.

◆ Employment Forecast: Job growth in Phoenix will accelerate to 2.1 per-
cent in 2011 with the addition of 36,000 positions. Last year, employers 
expanded payrolls 1.7 percent.

◆ Construction Forecast: Overbuilding has hampered the market, but only 
290,000 square feet will come online this year, the lowest annual total on 
record. Approximately 480,000 square feet was delivered in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will hold steady at 12.6 percent in 2011 as the 
modest level of construction offsets an uptick in space demand. Vacancy 
increased 70 basis points last year.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking and effective rents will each rise 0.6 percent this 
year to $18.32 per square foot and $15.33 per square foot, respectively.

◆ Investment Forecast: Despite the likelihood the market’s turnaround 
may take up to three years to complete, multi-tenant investors will in-
tensify efforts to secure well-located properties. Assets with assumable 
fi nancing will attract the greatest interest.

Weak Housing Sector Weighs on Retail;
Investors Await Distressed-Asset Opportunities 

PhoenixUp 2 Places 2011 Rank: 35 2010 Rank: 37
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.9% ▲ Construction: 215K ▼ Vacancy: 40 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.4% ▲

As the Portland recovery builds momentum this year, strengthening 
retailer confi dence in the market will drive many to revive expansion 
plans . Storefront space in urban corridors will emerge as the primary 

target, with accelerated professional and business services job creation in 
these areas anticipated to buoy sales. As new and expanding tenants secure 
high-traffi c locations, absorption trends in smaller storefronts downtown 
will outperform leasing activity in suburban shopping centers with larg-
er formats. A few big-box space users will still surface, seeking out major 
shopping destinations. Nordstrom Rack, for instance, will occupy 45,000 
square feet of space at the Cascade Plaza in Beaverton this fall, potentially 
stimulating leasing activity for shadow-anchored centers . Properties in 
hard-hit areas like Gresham will struggle with slow business formation 
and double-digit vacancy rates, but as broad-based job growth takes shape, 
perimeter retail operations should stabilize or even improve in the second 
half of 2011.

Under pressure to secure favorable interest rates, investors will circle 
the market for well-located retail assets, boosting sales velocity in 2011 . 
Multi-tenant buyers will place greater emphasis on desirable pockets, 
such as downtown Portland and the Beaverton/I-5/217 submarket, which 
currently have  replaceable rents and healthy growth outlooks. Grocery-
anchored, infi ll shopping centers will command cap rates in the mid-7 per-
cent range this year, 50 basis points to 150 basis points below similar  sub-
urban strip centers. Single-tenant assets will account for the largest portion 
of deals  as buyers continue to favor their relatively steady performance. 
Investment-grade single-tenant assets with 10 years or more remaining on 
the lease will sell with returns in the low- to mid-6 percent range. Stand-
alone assets with a private guarantor, however, will trade with cap rates 
closer to the low-8 percent range .

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 13, Up 1 Place. Portland inched up one position in the 
index due to tight vacancy and an above-average rise in payrolls.

◆ Employment Forecast: Payroll growth will total 18,500 positions this 
year, a 1.9 percent gain, after employers added 1,500 jobs in 2010.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will deliver 215,000 square feet of re-
tail space in 2011, down from 240,000 square feet last year.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will improve 40 basis points this year to 6.7 
percent. In 2010, marketwide vacancy fell 50 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 0.9 percent in 2011 to $19.64 per 
square foot as effective rents gain 1.4 percent to $16.92 per square foot. 
Last year, average asking rents fell 0.5 percent and effective rents retreat-
ed 1.4 percent.

◆ Investment Forecast: Despite facing headwinds in the coming months, 
yield-seeking investors with a penchant for improving distressed assets 
may fi nd opportunities to achieve outsized long-term returns by acquir-
ing multi-tenant properties on the east side with below-market rents.

Retailers Target Infi ll Space  as
Job Recovery Begins

Portland Up 1 Place 2011 Rank: 13 2010 Rank: 14
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.5% ▲ Construction: 173K ▼ Vacancy: 20 bps ▲ Effective Rents: 0.1% ▼

Limited job creation, ongoing housing challenges and a robust retail 
building cycle prior to the last recession will remain drags on oper-
ating conditions in the Inland Empire this year, though some well-

traveled shopping areas will start to stabilize. Strong professional and 
business services job growth will increase store visits for retailers near 
white-collar job centers like Ontario, Upland, Montclair and Chino. In ad-
dition, major projects in the Moreno Valley/Riverside/Corona submarket, 
including the March LifeCare campus and Skechers distribution facility, 
will create thousands of construction jobs and elevate daily traffi c counts. 
With rising daily commutes increasing retail sales and few stock additions 
anticipated, vacancies will steady in heavily traffi cked shopping centers 
west of Interstate 215, allowing owners to hold the front on concessions. 
Without the support of stronger job growth, however, retail properties in 
cities farther from the western boundary and those servicing hard-hit sub-
urban housing communities will continue to weaken this year.       

Multi-tenant sales velocity staged a modest upturn last year, and the 
pace of closings will gain momentum in 2011 as buyers expand holdings 
ahead of a full recovery. Investors, no longer timing the market, view cur-
rent price points as a rare opportunity to achieve outsized returns once the 
metro rebounds. REO deals will continue to drive sales velocity, but many 
investors will remain selective, preferring newer turnkey assets along corri-
dors anticipated to recover fi rst. As such, properties listed in Chino, Rancho 
Cucamonga and Ontario will clear the market quickly. Assets farther from 
major job centers will attract long-term, yield-seeking buyers, though only 
properties that can be re-tenanted at current market rents will merit con-
sideration. Anchored centers will trade with cap rates between 8.25 percent 
and 9.0 percent this year, while unanchored strip centers will close with 
returns in the low-9 percent to low-10 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 30, Up 2 Places. The Inland Empire improved two spots 
in the NRI behind renewed employment.

◆ Employment Forecast: Following four years of cuts totaling 170,300 jobs, 
employers will expand payrolls by 16,300 workers, or 1.5 percent, in 2011.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 173,000  square feet this 
year, down from 200,000 square feet in 2010. Between 2004 and 2008, an-
nual output averaged 4.4 million square feet.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Slower hiring in tertiary communities will continue to 
weigh on retailers, causing the local vacancy rate to rise 20 basis points 
in 2011 to 11.9 percent. In 2010, vacancy dipped 10 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will slide 0.5 percent this year to $20.43 per 
square foot as effective rents dip 0.1 percent to $17.50 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Single-tenant sales volume will strengthen, aided 
by the return of 1031-exchange buyers leaving the apartment investment 
arena. Cap rates for corporate-backed single-tenant assets will average 
between 5.5 percent and 6.5 percent and extend about 100 basis points 
higher for franchisee properties.

Inland Empire Slow to Recover;
Core Pockets to Steady in 2011

Riverside-San BernardinoUp 2 Places 2011 Rank: 30 2010 Rank: 32
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.2% ▲ Construction: 700K ▲ Vacancy: 10 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 0.4% ▲

Retail vacancy will edge lower this year, but not to the extent regis-
tered in 2010, when development slipped to the lowest level since 
at least 1980. Construction will tick up in 2011, and much of the new 

space may come online vacant, contributing to another year of weak opera-
tions. The resumption of job creation will support higher consumer spend-
ing, though payroll gains will fall short of the national average and pale 
in comparison to the loss of 100,000 positions since late 2006. State bud-
get woes also will weigh on local consumer sentiment in the near term, as 
household budgets  continue to struggle from state-mandated furloughs for 
government employees. Additionally, the weak local housing market re-
mains a hindrance, as many shopping centers were built to serve residential 
developments that now sit unfi nished or largely vacant. As such, vacancy 
rates for retail properties brought online within the past fi ve years exceed 
the marketwide average by approximately 600 basis points.

Single-tenant deals account for the vast majority of retail transactions 
in Sacramento , and velocity would likely rise further if more quality op-
portunities become available. Demand remains particularly strong for top-
quality credit-tenant deals, driving down cap rates for such assets to the 
mid-6 percent range. Multi-tenant sales have accelerated from a near stand-
still in 2009, but activity remains minimal, and most deals involve bank-
owned properties. Buyers of multi-tenant assets will continue to focus on 
properties in the $70 per square foot to $80 per square foot price range, 
where in-place rents fall below market levels and more upside potential 
exists . Stabilized, newer shopping centers have become challenging to mar-
ket, as existing rents often exceed today’s rates by a wide margin, creating 
a signifi cant disparity between buyers’ and sellers’ price expectations. Deal 
fl ow in this higher-quality tier will remain limited until signs of a more 
robust local economic recovery emerge.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 39, Down 6 Places. Sacramento fell six spots in the rank-
ing due to ongoing pressure on the vital government sector that could 
result in furloughs, hampering retail spending.

◆ Employment Forecast: Payrolls will rise after contracting in each of the 
past four years. Employers will add 9,500 jobs in 2011, a 1.2 percent gain.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 700,000 square feet of 
space this year, up from 2010 but 60 percent below the fi ve-year average.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will recede 10 basis points in 2011 to 10.2 
percent. Last year, a drastic slowdown in construction allowed for a 70 
basis point improvement.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking and effective rents will rise 0.4 percent this year to 
$21.43 per square foot and $17.57 per square foot, respectively.

◆ Investment Forecast: With GGP out of bankruptcy, construction may 
resume on the 1.3 million-square foot Elk Grove Promenade. Once com-
plete, the project should generate more traffi c in the Elk Grove submarket, 
potentially lending a boost to rents and values of nearby shopping centers.

Housing Market Weakness, Below-Average 
Job Creation Hamper Retail Recovery

Sacramento Down 6 Places 2011 Rank: 39 2010 Rank: 33
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.0% ▲ Construction: 575K ▲ Vacancy: 30 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.2% ▲

Salt Lake City employers will add jobs in 2011 following three years of 
contraction, a welcome turnaround for the local retail sector, where va-
cancy rates escalated through the downturn. Vacancy fell slightly dur-

ing 2010 as the employment market stabilized, consumer spending inched 
back to pre-recession levels and speculative development nearly ceased; 
however, the vacancy rate remained near a 15-year high. Retail space ab-
sorption will nearly double in 2011 when compared to last year, but rising 
construction will moderate improvements to vacancy. Deliveries slated for 
this year include the fi rst phase of Station Park in the Davis/Weber Counties 
submarket. The project stalled a few years ago, but construction resumed in 
2010 after a grocery anchor signed on and several major leases followed, 
an encouraging sign for owners in the submarket, where vacancy remains 
above 11 percent. Nonetheless, far-reaching parts of the Davis/Weber 
Counties and Midvale/Sandy/Southeast submarkets will continue to post 
above-average vacancy through 2011 as expanding retailers focus on his-
torically strong pockets in core areas, such as the South Central submarket.

Shopping center sales have accelerated after coming to a standstill in 
2009, as more local investors have stepped off the sidelines to take advan-
tage of attractive pricing, low interest rates and opportunities to acquire 
seldom-traded properties. Multi-tenant cap rates currently average in the 
9.0 percent to 9.5 percent range, up from approximately 8 percent in 2006 
and 2007. High-occupancy grocery-anchored centers in desirable locations, 
however, can still price at cap rates in the low-8 percent range. Despite an 
uptick in multi-tenant transactions, demand will be strongest for single-
tenant assets. Competition for properties with national tenants will remain 
particularly intense, driving down cap rates in this segment to the high-6 
percent range in 2011. Marketwide, though, single-tenant cap rates will av-
erage closer to 7.5 percent or 8.0 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 23, Up 2 Places. Below-average rent growth and an up-
tick in construction kept Salt Lake City near the middle of the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Job growth will reach 2 percent in 2011 with the 
addition of 12,000 positions, following a 0.2 percent contraction last year. 

◆ Construction Forecast: Approximately 575,000 square feet of new retail 
space will be delivered this year, up from 300,000 square feet in 2010. 
Most of the new supply will come online pre-leased.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will decline 30 basis points in 2011 to 10.4 
percent. The market posted a similar improvement last year.

◆ Rent Forecast: This year, asking rents will edge up 0.4 percent to $15.72 
per square foot while effective rents rise 1.2 percent to $13.06 per square 
foot as owners modestly trim incentives.

◆ Investment Forecast: Long-term owners of performing properties may 
consider selling in 2011. Signifi cant competition for quality assets should 
bolster values, and many alternative investments will offer more upside 
and appreciation potential at this stage of the cycle.

Multi-Tenant Sales Accelerate as
Local Buyer Interest Increases

Salt Lake CityUp 2 Places 2011 Rank: 23 2010 Rank: 25
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.4% ▲ Construction: 300K ▼ Vacancy: 40 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.9% ▲

Robust employment gains and a spike in household formation result-
ing from the Base Realignment and Closure process will elevate re-
tail sales in San Antonio this year. Military expansion at Fort Sam 

Houston will provide a signifi cant share of  economic growth; the project 
will open by mid-September and create more than 10,000 jobs. The expan-
sion will make the base the largest military education and training cam-
pus in the nation, creating 5,000 new households . The resulting boost in 
consumer spending in northeastern San Antonio and adjacent areas will 
attract retailers, supporting retail operations. Metrowide, vacancy will fall 
to pre-recession levels as blue-collar employment gains accelerate in the 
South submarket and offi ce users hire in the Northwest submarket, allow-
ing operators to increase rents and tighten concessions for the fi rst time in 
two years.

Sales velocity will increase in 2011 as banks ease lending restrictions, 
encouraging local investors to purchase well-located performing assets for 
long-term hold opportunities. As retail operations improve this year, cash-
heavy buyers with existing bank relationships will leave the sidelines to 
acquire high-quality Class B assets in core areas. Some seasoned investors 
will target higher-risk strip centers with local and regional tenants in the 
Northwest submarket along Loop 1604, where household formation re-
mains strong and assets trade with cap rates in the mid-10 percent range. 
Grocery-anchored properties in the South submarket will trade with ini-
tial yields in the mid-10 percent to low-12 percent range, depending on 
location. More risk-averse investors will reposition capital to target single-
tenant listings with national tenants, particularly in the Northeast submar-
ket. Properties in the area, specifi cally between interstates 10 and 35, cur-
rently trade at cap rates in the low-7 percent range.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 14, Up 3 Places. San Antonio climbed three places into 
the top 15 of this year’s ranking behind strong household formation and 
one of the fastest rates of job growth in the nation.

◆ Employment Forecast: After eliminating 18,000 positions through the 
recession, local employers will expand payrolls by 20,000 workers this 
year, a gain of 2.4 percent.

◆ Construction Forecast: Builders will deliver 300,000 square feet of new 
retail space in 2011, the lowest level of completions since 1999.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Decreased construction activity and strong job growth 
will support a 40 basis point drop in vacancy this year to 8.5 percent. In 
2010, vacancy contracted 60 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 1.4 percent to $14.49 per square foot, 
while effective rents will increase 1.9 percent to $12.68 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Multi-tenant assets in core locations with local re-
tailers that have a long, successful operating history will be sought by 
savvy investors this year. Value-add buyers will have an easier time leas-
ing in-line space near these traffi c-generating stores, while cap rates for 
these trades will be elevated due to perceived risk.

Household Growth Boosting Retail Sales;
Investors Re-emerge as Opportunities Surface

San Antonio Up 3 Places 2011 Rank: 14 2010 Rank: 17
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.9% ▲ Construction: 190K ▼ Vacancy: 60 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.3% ▲

Recovery of the San Diego retail sector will outpace most of the nation 
as below-trend development meets with rising tenant demand. Build-
ers quickly halted construction as the economy weakened, limiting 

output to an annual average of just 300,000 square feet through the reces-
sion. During 2011, minimal construction and increased tenant expansions 
will compress the retail vacancy rate in San Diego below that in other South-
ern California markets. Domestic tourism  will improve in step with job 
growth, prompting national chains, in particular,  to lease discounted sites 
near entertainment and shopping destinations. As a result, coastal corridors 
from downtown through North County  will register the majority of net ab-
sorption this year, allowing owners in these areas to withdraw concessions 
at a faster clip. Recovery will remain fragmented, however, and inland cit-
ies like El Cajon and communities in the South Bay, where housing woes 
weighed most heavily  on retail sales, will record a slower rate of leasing.

Retail transaction velocity in San Diego will accelerate this year as low 
interest rates for qualifi ed borrowers create rare opportunities to capture 
properties with immediate cash fl ow. Investors remain motivated to se-
cure low-cost fi nancing and execute deals, and the few properties avail-
able will receive strong bids under abbreviated marketing times. A lack of 
developer-initiated deals will suppress sell-side competition, and owners 
cognizant of growing demand and facing near-term refi nancing deadlines 
will divest before strengthened economic conditions push up interest rates. 
At the beginning of 2011, cap rates for stabilized strip centers averaged in 
the low- to mid-7 percent range. Initial yields for single-tenant assets leased 
to national-credit tenants compressed last year to the mid-5 percent range, 
where they should remain through 2011, while franchisee assets will sell in 
the low-7 percent range. Although fi rst-year returns for these assets remain 
low, investors who sold more management-intensive properties  will con-
tinue to place 1031 capital into these passive vehicles.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 3, Down 1 Place. The second lowest vacancy rate in the 
nation helped San Diego retain a top fi ve spot in the index.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will expand local payrolls by 23,400 
jobs in 2011, or 1.9 percent, after adding 4,300 workers last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 190,000 square feet of 
retail space this year, a slight decrease from 210,000 square feet last year.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy will fi nish the year at 4.7 percent, down 60 
basis points from 2010, when the rate fell 40 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: In 2011, asking rents will rise 1.5 percent to $28.08 per 
square foot as effective rents increase 2.3 percent to $24.73 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: With more than $260 million of retail properties in 
some level of fi nancial duress last year, distressed-asset sales will con-
tinue to play a large role in 2011. Cap rates for troubled strip centers 
will average close to 8 percent, attracting value-add buyers with strong 
retailer relationships capable of re-tenanting assets.

Retailers Begin to Expand as
Hiring Improves, Tourism Escalates 

San DiegoDown 1 Place 2011 Rank: 3 2010 Rank: 2
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.2% ▲ Construction: 140K ▲ Vacancy: 30 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 3.5% ▲

San Francisco’s desirability among retailers and barriers to new supply 
preserved a relatively low vacancy rate compared to most of the nation 
through the recession, and with job growth set to boost retail sales in 

2011, operations stand poised for improvement. While asset performance 
varied by neighborhood during the downturn , the overall vacancy rate re-
mained within a very narrow band,  fl uctuating only 50 basis points. This 
shallow contraction in space demand came at the expense of widespread 
rent reductions and record-high concessions, though these trends ultimately 
encouraged retailers to resume expansion in the second half of 2010. This 
year, more retailers will secure highly traffi cked, discounted space, a move-
ment that will emerge fi rst in premier in-line storefronts. Vacant space near 
recovering offi ce districts, including the South of Market area, where the 
tech revival continues to strengthen, will remain most sought after by retail-
ers due to elevated foot traffi c from high-income workers. With the market-
wide vacancy rate to improve in 2011, operators will regain some leverage 
to raise rents, though the rates achieved will remain below the cyclical peak.

Sales activity in San Francisco will improve this year, supported by in-
vestors eager to expand portfolios in  the Bay Area and the potential for 
owners to dispose of long-held assets as recovering rent rolls strengthen 
NOIs. Property location will remain key, however, and intrinsic attributes 
in the city, such as a lack of developable land and an affl uent population, 
will generate signifi cant competition from institutional investors  and pri-
vate high-net-worth buyers. Coveted multi-tenant properties that come to 
market in the core will command cap rates in the mid-6 percent range, while 
assets outside of the city will trade roughly 100 basis points higher. Over-
all, the number of listings will rise, though investors migrating away from 
low-yielding bonds in favor of the commercial property sector will exceed 
the volume of available single-tenant assets. As a result, cap rates for stand-
alone properties, currently around the mid-6 percent range, will contract. 

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 7, Down 4 Places. San Francisco remained in the top 10 
of the NRI due to low vacancy and strong rent gains.

◆ Employment Forecast: After cutting 11,300 positions in 2010, employers 
will hire 20,400 workers this year, a gain of 2.2 percent.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will add 140,000 square feet of retail 
space to inventory in 2011, up from 60,000 square feet last year.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: After edging up 10 basis points in 2010, vacancy will 
drop 30 basis points this year to 3.9 percent, fueled by an uptick in leas-
ing activity.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will appreciate 2.8 percent to $33.35 per 
square foot as effective rent rise 3.5 percent to $30.14 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: As consumer spending picks up, hardest-hit retail 
sectors, including casual dining, will begin to improve  this year. With  
competition for single-tenant properties remaining fi erce, investors once 
hesitant to pursue these assets will become less reluctant to consider 
such properties.

Retail Sector Primed for Recovery;
Buyers Motivated to Engage the Market  

San Francisco Down 4 Places 2011 Rank: 7 2010 Rank: 3
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.5% ▲ Construction: 80K ▼ Vacancy: 60 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.4% ▲

The under-retailed South Bay market will enter a recovery phase  this 
year as rising employment stimulates consumer spending and stock 
additions retreat to historic lows . Retail vacancy peaked early in 2010 

and held fl at through the second half as profi table retailers leased  discount-
ed space along well-traveled corridors. Over the coming months, shop-
ping centers in Palo Alto and Los Gatos will likely capture a large share of 
tenants as demand for high-traffi c storefronts strengthens, giving owners 
marginally increased pricing power. Operational improvements will also 
materialize near tech-driven employment centers like San Jose , Sunnyvale 
and Cupertino as payrolls increase in the sector. An upturn in leasing in 
these core trade areas will result in modest marketwide  rent and occupancy 
gains, but full recovery remains unlikely for several more quarters. With 
expanding chains continuing to shy away from periphery communities far 
from major employers, shopping centers in Milpitas, Gilroy and Morgan 
Hill will lag absorption trends until at least 2012.

Intensifying investor interest for well-located multi-tenant assets will 
boost these properties’ share of deals in 2011. Trading in the sector staged a 
modest recovery last year, fueled by low interest rates and signs of opera-
tional stability. Nonetheless, institutional buyers will remain highly selec-
tive in the coming months, favoring infi ll assets with fundamentally sound 
traits, including ease of access, stable  tenant profi les and suffi cient parking 
ratios required by national chains. Price points will play a factor in shap-
ing private investors’ criteria, with assets listed below $10 million receiving 
greater interest. Trading above this price was limited last year, and some 
buyers will remain wary of deploying large sums of capital toward a sole 
investment early in the recovery, even as prospects for re-tenanting im-
prove and sales build momentum. Single-tenant assets will remain highly 
sought-after this year, but the supply of quality listings will be insuffi cient 
to fulfi ll demand.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 9, Up 4 Places. San Jose’s strong job market and low 
vacancy supported a four-spot rise into the top 10 of this year’s ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will expand payrolls by 2.5 percent in 
2011, or 21,000 positions, after adding 7,000 jobs last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 80,000 square feet of 
new retail space this year, down from 310,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: In 2011, vacancy will decrease 60 basis points to 5.5 
percent. Last year, vacancy rose 10 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will increase 1.4 percent to $30.10 per square 
foot this year as effective rents gain 2.4 percent to $26.13 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Cap rates for top-tier , anchored multi-tenant assets 
will average in the mid-6 percent range this year and stretch closer to the 
high-7 percent range for unanchored centers. Returns for best-in-class 
single-tenant properties backed by corporate leases will likely hover in 
the mid-5 percent range but could average as much as 200 basis points 
higher for franchisee properties. 

High-Traffi c Storefronts Lead Recovery in 
South Bay; Multi-Tenant Trades Accelerating

San JoseUp 4 Places 2011 Rank: 9 2010 Rank: 13
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.2% ▲ Construction: 70K ▼ Vacancy: 50 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.9% ▲

Seattle-Tacoma retail property owners will begin to reduce leasing in-
centives this year as job growth and minimal completions drive modest 
occupancy gains . The sharp reduction  in consumer spending that led to 

store closures and elevated incentives has since run its course, and operators, 
emboldened by a turnaround in leasing last year, will cut concessions grad-
ually as 2011 progresses. Owners  in the Northgate/Central and Eastside/
Bellevue submarkets will reduce concessions fi rst as national chains expand 
into heavily traffi cked areas, pushing shopping center vacancy to 6 percent. 
As tenant demand strengthens for in-city properties, catalyzed by employ-
ment gains, rent growth in these areas will recover quickly. A slower upturn 
in leasing will materialize in Snohomish and Pierce counties, but recent hir-
ing among major employers  bodes well for local retailers. In Everett, Boeing 
expanded payrolls  late in 2010 in preparation for increased production of the 
777 and 747 models; these new jobs will improve visits to nearby retailers.

Intensifying bidding activity and low interest rates continue to develop 
a strong market for high-quality multi-tenant assets. While demand will 
outstrip supply early this year, more owners will attempt to capitalize on in-
vestors’ growing enthusiasm. NOIs will likely recover, prompting investors 
to acquire well-located shopping centers where rents and valuations have 
already reset . King County properties will remain prime targets, but greater 
availability of bank-owned assets in tertiary retail corridors of Snohomish 
and Pierce counties will support increased sales in suburban communities. 
Cap rates for unanchored strip centers will average in the 10 percent range 
this year, while anchored multi-tenant properties will command returns in 
the low-8 percent area. Single-tenant investment activity will build momen-
tum through 2011 as owner-users able to qualify for SBA programs opt to 
purchase rather than lease. Best-in-class single-tenant assets change hands 
at initial yields in the mid-7 percent range, and franchisee-backed proper-
ties trade with cap rates approximately 50 basis points higher.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 10, Down 2 Places. Low vacancy and a rapidly improv-
ing job market kept the Puget Sound in the top 10 of the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Payroll growth in 2011 will total 36,000 positions, 
or 2.2 percent, building on the addition of 15,900 jobs last year.

◆ Construction Forecast: Completions will slide to a historic low of 70,000 
square feet this year, down from 230,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Following a mild 20 basis point improvement last 
year, vacancy will decrease 50 basis points in 2011 to 5.9 percent.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will tick up 1.2 percent in 2011 to $21.61 per 
square foot as effective rents rise 1.9 percent to $18.99 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast:  Planned developments in some suburban corri-
dors may support leasing activity going forward. In Lynnwood, Costco 
plans to construct a 160,000-square foot site as part of larger mixed-use 
project. Completion of this major traffi c-generating tenant in two years 
will likely spur considerable retailer interest for shadow-anchored shop-
ping centers.

Puget Sound Recovery Stokes Buyer Interest,
Spurring Increased Transaction Activity

Seattle Down 2 Places 2011 Rank: 10 2010 Rank: 8
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Market Forecast Employment: 1.7% ▲ Construction: 148K ▼ Vacancy: 20 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.5% ▲

St. Louis retail vacancy will decline modestly in 2011, though property 
performance will vary by location, with stronger pockets concentrat-
ed along Interstate 40 in the central corridor. More shopping center 

owners in these areas will stabilize properties this year as rising confi dence 
among local and national retailers generates new demand and prompts a 
growing number of tenants to sign early lease renewals and term exten-
sions. In the St. Charles County submarket, though, conditions will remain 
soft as neighborhood centers struggle to retain smaller retailers and some 
properties built to serve newer residential developments continue to face 
high vacancies. Within the submarket, neighborhood center vacancy cur-
rently exceeds 20 percent, a trend likely to persist through 2011 as expand-
ing retailers focus on more densely populated parts of the metro.

Single-tenant sales will continue to account for the majority of transac-
tions this year, with demand expected to remain strongest for properties 
occupied by national chains. Cap rates within the single-tenant sector will 
average 8.5 percent but vary dramatically by tenant. Casual-dining restau-
rant properties, for instance, typically change hands in the high-8 percent 
to low-9 percent range, while best-of-class assets such as Walgreens trade 
closer to 7.25 percent. As buyers compete for single-tenant properties in the 
metro, cap rates for better-quality deals will compress, driving investors 
to consider available shopping centers offered at more attractive pricing. 
Multi-tenant sales will remain limited but should tick up as for-sale inven-
tory rises and investors seek opportunities with upside potential ahead of 
a more robust recovery in retail operations. Cap rates in the multi-tenant 
sector currently average more than 10 percent, though high-occupancy an-
chored centers can trade roughly 100 basis points lower.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 27, Up 1 Place. St. Louis is improving in line with the 
national average, leaving the market near the middle of the ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: St. Louis employment will rise by 1.7 percent, or 
22,000 positions, in 2011. Last year, the metro added an estimated 12,800 
new jobs.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 148,000 square feet of 
new retail space in 2011. The total marks a slight drop from 2010, when 
150,000 square feet came online, but falls well below the fi ve-year aver-
age of 1.1 million square feet.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: The retail vacancy rate will decline 20 basis points in 
2011 to 9.8 percent. During 2010, vacancy slipped 60 basis points.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking rents will rise 0.8 percent this year to $14.42 per 
square foot as effective rents increase 1.5 percent to $11.68 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: More distressed-property deals and note sales will 
close in 2011 as banks continue to stabilize their balance sheets, unload-
ing troubled assets that hold little potential for near-term turnaround. 
Plenty of buyers have been waiting for these opportunities to emerge, 
however, which could limit the degree of price discounting.

Single-Tenant Cap Rate Compression to
Spark Interest in Multi-Tenant Properties

St. LouisUp 1 Place 2011 Rank: 27 2010 Rank: 28
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Retail property performance will trail economic strengthening in Tam-
pa this year as retailers expand too slowly to signifi cantly absorb va-
cant space. The retail sector has a considerable defi cit to overcome, 

as more than 3.6 million square feet remains vacant in shopping centers 
in Hillsborough and Pinellas counties, nearly twice the amount at the end 
of 2007. Conditions in Hillsborough will fare slightly better than Pinellas. 
Improving employment in central locations such as Westshore will bolster 
spending and support a 50 basis point to 70 basis point reduction in county-
wide shopping center vacancy to the low-9 percent range. Average effec-
tive rents, however, remain about 13 percent less than three years ago, and 
multiple space options for prospective tenants will hamper many owners’ 
attempts to substantially raise rents. Effective rents have fallen even more 
dramatically in Pinellas County, and only a modest increase will occur this 
year as demand ticks up gradually. In areas such as Clearwater, where 
store closures have elevated shopping center  vacancy to the mid-teens, 
downward pressure on rents will persist.

This year, multi-tenant investors will underwrite rents to current mar-
ket levels, which will often be less than in-place rates. As a result, shop-
ping centers built since 1990, where in-line rents averaged 20 percent higher 
than the marketwide level at the end of 2010, may continue to fall in value. 
Less disagreement between investors and owners on near-term rent trends 
exists than one year ago, however, raising the possibility that more deals 
can occur. In addition, unanchored multi-tenant property cap rates start at 
about 10 percent, providing a wide spread above fi nancing that will sup-
port greater deal fl ow in the months ahead.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 31, Up 5 Places. Limited construction and a rapidly ex-
panding employment base led to Tampa’s fi ve-spot gain in the NRI.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will create 24,000 positions in 2011, a 
2.1 percent increase that will support a 7 percent jump in retail sales. Last 
year, 7,500 workers were hired in the metro.

◆ Construction Forecast: Developers will complete 450,000 square feet 
of space in 2011, including two Walmart stores. Approximately 460,000 
square feet came online in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Limited construction and a slight improvement in 
space demand will contribute to a 20 basis point drop in vacancy this 
year to 9.7 percent. The vacancy rate rose 20 basis point in 2010.

◆ Rent Forecast: In 2011, asking rents will inch up 0.6 percent to $13.97 per 
square foot, and effective rents will gain 1.1 percent to $12.14 per square 
foot. High vacancy will sustain concessions of about 14 percent of asking 
rents in Pinellas County, compared with less than 11 percent of asking 
rents in Hillsborough County.

◆ Investment Forecast: The status of construction on a high-speed rail line 
connecting Tampa to Orlando will merit attention. The route and loca-
tion of stations could signifi cantly bolster incomes at properties patron-
ized by commuters.

Rent Growth Lags Economic
Improvement, Pressures Prices 

Tampa Up 5 Places 2011 Rank: 31 2010 Rank: 36
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Employment growth in Tucson resumed in 2010 and will accelerate 
through 2011, with the market expected to reclaim nearly 40 percent 
of the jobs lost through the downturn. This should generate enough 

economic momentum to stabilize retail vacancy rates. Until more positions 
cut during the recession are restored, however, vacancy will remain elevat-
ed, hampering a recovery in rents and keeping concessions at more than 15 
percent of asking rents. Fortunately, Tucson retail owners will face minimal 
supply-side pressure in 2011 as development slips to the lowest level in 
10 years. New construction should stay limited through at least 2012, as 
the pipeline of planned projects has shrunk nearly 55 percent since the on-
set of the recession. Over the next several quarters, performance will vary 
dramatically by submarket and property type, with strong locations and 
top centers garnering nearly all of the new space demand. The disparity in 
performance by asset type is evident in the Northeast. The submarket posts 
the highest vacancy rate in the metro, but weakness is concentrated among 
smaller neighborhood centers, which lost a considerable number of mom-
and-pop tenants through the downturn; community shopping centers in 
the area post vacancy below the market average. 

Retail property sales ticked up in recent months but remain minimal, 
due in part to a limited amount of attractive for-sale assets and few dis-
tressed listings. With vacancy expected to average in the mid-10 percent 
range through 2011 and rents likely to retreat further, investors will again 
target properties with strong tenants and long-term leases in place. This in-
cludes anchor space at shopping centers and nationally branded drugstore 
and fast-food properties. Last year, such assets accounted for the majority 
of closed dollar volume, changing hands at cap rates averaging in the mid-8 
percent range. Cap rates for properties with local or regional chains likely 
will have to approach 11 percent or 12 percent to attract investors’ attention.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 38, Down 4 Places. The struggling local housing market 
will take at least another year to recover, limiting big-ticket item sales 
and pushing down Tucson four spots to near the bottom of the index.

◆ Employment Forecast: Tucson employers will add 7,800 jobs in 2011, a 
2.2 percent gain from last year, when job growth reached 0.8 percent.

◆ Construction Forecast: New development will remain limited in the 
near term. Approximately 100,000 square feet of retail space will come 
online this year, down from 359,000 square feet in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: After rising 30 basis points in 2010, the retail vacancy 
rate in the metro will stabilize at 10.6 percent in 2011.

◆ Rent Forecast: Asking and effective rents will both lose 0.5 percent this 
year, pushing the averages to $16.26 per square foot and $13.73 per 
square foot, respectively.

◆ Investment Forecast: Cash-heavy investors purchasing ahead of a con-
fi rmed local recovery, particularly in historically strong areas like the Cen-
tral submarket, should be able to achieve outsized gains in the next cycle.

Tenants, Investors Continue Flight to
Quality in Tucson Retail Market

TucsonDown 4 Places 2011 Rank: 38 2010 Rank: 34
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.9% ▲ Construction: 1.4M ▼ Vacancy: 40 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 2.9% ▲

Strong employment growth and a resulting increase in spending will 
drive a more robust recovery in the Washington, D.C., metro than 
elsewhere in the nation. Conditions strengthened in the district last 

year as positive net absorption of 225,000 square feet lowered the vacancy 
rate 200 basis points to 5.5 percent. Area retail operations will continue to 
progress this year due to increased foot traffi c generated by a resurgent res-
idential market. Outside of the district, shopping center vacancy in Prince 
George’s County will improve with the economy, although vacancy must 
fall below 8 percent before owners can reduce concessions signifi cantly. In 
Virginia, low vacancy in Alexandria, Arlington and Fairfax County com-
munities along the Beltway will increasingly support owners’ ability to 
raise rents.

Retail investment in the metro will remain strong, supported by low 
interest rates, improvements in property operations and additional expan-
sion of fi nancing capacity. Cap rates for multi-tenant properties generally 
range from 8.3 percent to 8.8 percent, and investors will need to underwrite 
local fundamentals, not weaker national trends, to execute transactions. 
Owners of local shopping centers remain prime candidates to sell in the 
year ahead, especially those who retain equity in their holdings. Reason-
ably sound operations through the recession prevented diffi culties from 
developing for many operators, and values did not erode as much as in 
other markets. In the single-tenant segment, top properties typically trade 
at cap rates from 7.3 percent   to 7.8 percent, and strong demographic and 
economic trends will sustain interest in these assets among risk-averse in-
vestors through 2011.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 1, No Change. Washington, D.C., once again claims the 
top spot in the ranking, supported by falling construction activity, accel-
erating absorption and one of the strongest employment growth projec-
tions in the nation this year.

◆ Employment Forecast: Employers will add 85,300 jobs in 2011, a 2.9 per-
cent increase that exceeds the projected 1.5 percent rate of growth nation-
wide. Last year, 56,000 positions were created.

◆ Construction Forecast: Approximately 1.4 million square feet will come 
online this year, primarily in the Maryland section of the market. In 
2010, 3.1 million square feet was delivered, and an average of 3.5 million 
square feet was completed annually over the past fi ve years.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Projected net absorption of 2 million square feet will 
push down vacancy 40 basis points to 6.3 percent in 2011, compared with 
a 30 basis point increase last year.

◆ Rent Forecast: This year, asking rents will rise 1.8 percent to $26.46 per 
square foot as effective rents climb 2.9 percent to $23.44 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Owners contemplating dispositions in the next 
three to fi ve years will increasingly consider expediting plans to take ad-
vantage of low interest rates and keen interest in local assets.

Job Growth to Drive Improvements
Throughout D.C. Market

Washington, D.C. No Change 2011 Rank: 1 2010 Rank: 1
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Market Forecast Employment: 2.4% ▲ Construction: 150K ▲ Vacancy: 10 bps ▼ Effective Rents: 1.0% ▲

A more robust rate of job creation and stronger spending will initiate 
a modest recovery in retail property performance in Palm Beach 
County this year, though the market could exceed expectations. 

Among trends to monitor in the year ahead, the backfi lling of anchor space 
recently left dark by grocer Winn-Dixie and other retailers would generate 
a greater reduction in vacancy than the slight drop currently anticipated. 
More than 800,000 square feet of anchor space was available as 2011 began, 
representing a sizable 16 percent of all vacancy in the county. If that space 
becomes occupied during the year, the vacancy rate could fall as much as 
140 basis points and trigger absorption of nearby in-line space. While the 
status of anchor space represents the key demand-side trend to follow in 
2011, supply-side trends may also support more signifi cant improvements 
in property performance. Retail construction in the county has practically 
ceased, potentially magnifying the effects of strengthening demand on the 
vacancy rate.

Financing availability continues to improve for qualifi ed borrowers, 
but sales of multi-tenant properties have been depressed for two years. 
The level of inactivity may provide an opening for many owners of well-
performing assets in primary locations to list before competition for inves-
tors’ attention intensifi es. In addition, Palm Beach County had about $280 
million in distressed assets at the end of last year, and many of these prop-
erties will present viable value-add opportunities in the months ahead. 
Assets in West Palm Beach, Boynton Beach and Boca Raton, especially, 
will garner interest as lenders step up efforts to dispose of properties. Dis-
tressed assets will transact on a price-per-square-foot basis, but stabilized 
multi-tenant deals continue to price at cap rates of around   10 percent.

2011 Market Outlook

◆ 2011 NRI Rank: 34, Up 1 Place. Vacancy still above the national rate and 
only modest rent gains limited West Palm Beach’s rise to just one posi-
tion in the 2011 ranking.

◆ Employment Forecast: The addition of 5,000 workers in education and 
health services and leisure and hospitality represents a signifi cant por-
tion of the 12,000 new jobs forecast in Palm Beach County this year, a 2.4 
percent gain. Last year, 8,000 jobs were created.

◆ Construction Forecast: Single-tenant buildings totaling 150,000 square 
feet will come online in 2011, comprising all of the retail construction 
during the year. Only 41,000 square feet of space was delivered in 2010.

◆ Vacancy Forecast: Positive net absorption of 187,000 square feet will re-
duce vacancy 10 basis points in 2011 to 10.7 percent, following a 30 basis 
point increase last year.

◆ Rent Forecast: This year, asking rents will tick up 0.5 percent to $20.72 
per square foot. Concessions will fall to 13.7 percent of asking rents as a 
result of a 1 percent bump in effective rents to $17.88 per square foot.

◆ Investment Forecast: Investors seeking assets occupied by high-end re-
tailers will focus on Palm Beach’s Worth Avenue, where a $16 million 
streetscape improvement project will commence in the second quarter.

Vacant Anchor Space Holds Key to
Performance of Palm Beach County Market

West Palm BeachUp 1 Place 2011 Rank: 34 2010 Rank: 35
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Suite 100
Miami, FL 33126
Tel: (786) 522-7000
Kirk A. Felici

Milwaukee
13845 Bishop’s Drive
Suite 150
Brookfi eld, WI 53005
Tel: (262) 364-1900
Matthew M. Fitzgerald

Minneapolis
8300 Norman Center Drive
Suite 810
Bloomington, MN 55437
Tel: (952) 852-9700
H. Solomon Poretsky

Nashville
6 Cadillac Drive
Suite 245 
Brentwood, TN 37027 
Tel: (615) 371-1645
Gary R. Lucas

New Haven
265 Church Street
Suite 210
New Haven, CT 06510
Tel: (203) 672-3300
J.D. Parker

New Jersey
River Drive Center 3
611 River Drive
Fourth Floor
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
Tel: (201) 582-1000
Michael J. Fasano

New Mexico
4801 Lang Avenue
Suite 110
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Tel: (505) 286-2060
Gary R. Lucas

Newport Beach
19800 MacArthur Boulevard
Suite 150
Irvine, CA 92612-2420
Tel: (949) 419-3200
Joseph V. Cesta

Oak Brook
One Mid America Plaza
Suite 200
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
Tel: (630) 570-2200
Steven D. Weinstock

Oakland
500 12th Street
Suite 260
Oakland, CA 94607
Tel: (510) 379-1200
Jeffrey M. Mishkin

Oklahoma City
5609 N. Classen Boulevard
Suite 100
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
Tel: (405) 254-2200
Gary R. Lucas

Omaha
10050 Regency Circle
Suite 515 
Omaha, NE 68114
Tel: (402) 343-9700
Matthew M. Fitzgerald

Ontario
One Lakeshore Center
3281 E. Guasti Road
Suite 800
Ontario, CA 91761
Tel: (909) 456-3400
Douglas J. McCauley

Orlando
1900 Summit Tower Boulevard
Suite 650
Orlando, FL 32810
Tel: (407) 557-3800
Richard Matricaria

Palo Alto
2626 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Tel: (650) 391-1700
Steven J. Seligman

Philadelphia
8 Penn Center
1628 John F. Kennedy Boulevard
Suite 1200
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Tel: (215) 531-7000
Spencer I. Yablon

Phoenix
2398 E. Camelback Road
Suite 550 
Phoenix, AZ 85016
Tel: (602) 687-6700
David A. Guido

Pittsburgh
109 Delafi eld Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
Tel: (412) 200-5289
Gary R. Lucas

Portland
101 S.W. Main Street
Suite 1850
Portland, OR 97204
Tel: (503) 200-2000
Tony W. Cassie

Providence
136 Peckham Road
Little Compton, RI 02837
Tel: (401) 592-0199
Gary R. Lucas

Raleigh
101 J Morris Commons Lane
Suite 130
Morrisville, NC 27560
Tel: (919) 388-1278
Gary R. Lucas

Reno
255 W. Moana Lane
Suite 209
Reno, NV 89509
Tel: (775) 827-5700
Robert B. Hicks

Reston
11710 Plaza America Drive
Suite 2000
Reston, VA 20190
Tel: (703) 871-5396
David Feldman

Sacramento
3741 Douglas Boulevard
Suite 200
Roseville, CA 95661
Tel: (916) 724-1400
Robert B. Hicks

Salt Lake City
50 West Broadway
Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Tel: (801) 736-2600
Richard A. Bird

San Antonio
100 N.E. Loop 410
Suite 600
San Antonio, TX 78216
Tel: (210) 343-7800
J. Michael Watson

San Diego
9255 Towne Centre Drive
Suite 700
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel: (858) 373-3100
Kent R. Williams

San Francisco
750 Battery Street
Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Tel: (415) 963-3000
Jeffrey M. Mishkin

Seattle
1420 Fifth Avenue
Suite 1600
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: (206) 826-5700
Gregory S. Wendelken

Southern Virginia
5360 Discovery Park Boulevard
Suite 101-B
Williamsburg, VA 23188
Tel: (757) 253-1861
Gary R. Lucas 

St. Louis
120 S. Central Avenue
Suite 1100
St. Louis, MO 63105
Tel: (314) 889-2500
Steven R. Chaben

Tampa
7650 Courtney Campbell Causeway
Suite 920
Tampa, FL 33607
Tel: (813) 387-4700 
Bryn D. Merrey

Tucson
4031 E. Sunrise Drive
Suite 151
Tucson, AZ 85718
Tel: (520) 202-2900
David A. Guido

Vero Beach
1701 Highway A1A
Suite 214
Vero Beach, FL 32963
Tel: (772) 453-2400
Gregory Matus

Washington, D.C.
7200 Wisconsin Avenue
Suite 1101
Bethesda, MD 20814
Tel: (202) 536-3700
David Feldman

West Los Angeles
12100 W. Olympic Boulevard
Suite 350
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Tel: (310) 909-5500
Stephen D. Stein
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Marcus & Millichap’s National Retail Group (NRG) is comprised of more than 370 retail investment 
specialists located within the fi rm’s offi ces nationwide. The group specializes in providing invest-
ment advisory and transaction services for all types of retail real estate, including single-tenant 

properties, ground-leased properties, strip centers and neighborhood and community centers, and specialty 
and entertainment properties. Key experts within the NRG specialize in power centers and regional malls.

Turning Expertise into Investor Value

Setting the Standard for Client Services

■ Marcus & Millichap was founded on the principles of creating value for sellers based on market knowledge, 
access to the largest pool of qualifi ed investors and exchange buyers, and a system of creating the broad-
est possible exposure for every property. Commonly referred to as the “value of representation” by our 
sales force and clients, this service approach is the cornerstone of our business. Our extensive local market 
knowledge and retail property expertise enable us to advise owners on precision market pricing, property 
positioning, and creating long-term investment strategies that support wealth generation and preservation.

Integrating Research, Marketing and Transaction Expertise

■ Retail investors have come to rely on Marcus & Millichap for access to the nation’s highest-quality inven-
tory of investment properties. Our inventory is one of the largest selections of investment options support-
ed by a high standard of pricing and underwriting. Investors also benefi t from our value-added services, 
including competitive fi nancing, extensive local and national research, and professional marketing.

Unparalleled Access to Private and Institutional Investors

■ Our NRG management and retail professionals are in constant communication with institutional investors, 
as well as high-net-worth individuals, syndicators and developers. Our 40-year history of maintaining 
personal relationships with a diverse base of investors creates the most effective exposure to the right 
investors. The result is maximum value through a reliable and timely process.

For more information, contact:
Alan L. Pontius
Managing Director, National Retail Group
Marcus & Millichap
750 Battery Street
5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Tel: (415) 963-3000
al.pontius@marcusmillichap.com

National Retail Group
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Marcus & Millichap Capital Corporation provides owners and investors access to the most competitive 
real estate fi nancing through prominent national and regional lenders. Our network of experienced 
and dedicated fi nance professionals assures that each refi nance, acquisition or development fi nanc-

ing receives the ideal rate and terms available in the marketplace. Each transaction is executed through a 
reliable and closely managed process.

Experience, Relationships Produce Optimal Financing

Specialized Financing Expertise

■ Our national team of fi nance professionals has specialized experience in providing fi nancing for a full range 
of investment property types. Our goal is to secure the most competitive fi nancing in both loan terms and 
proceeds by leveraging our expertise in local real estate markets as well as the national capital markets. 

Proactive Loan Package Design

■ Our fi nancing experts optimize the loan package, structure and terms based on the specifi c needs and 
objectives of the client. From the application process to lender selection and managing the funding, we 
use a proactive approach to simplify the entire process for the client.

■ The track record and market knowledge of our representatives play a critical role in designing the right 
loan package up front. Each transaction is positioned to achieve the best fi nancing before the application 
process begins. Based on the latest local real estate market conditions, we produce a detailed assess-
ment of the subject property and current capital market conditions. 

A Broad Selection of Lender Relationships

■ Through our long-term relationships with well-established and respected lenders, our professionals are 
able to secure the right fi nancing, with the most attractive rates and terms, for each transaction.

■ Reliability and the ability to deliver the ideal fi nancing package on time are key aspects of our lender 
selection, which includes commercial banks, securitized lenders, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, life insur-
ance companies and other capital sources. Only lenders with a proven history of execution are chosen on 
behalf of our clients. 

For more information, contact:

William E. Hughes
Managing Director, Marcus & Millichap Capital Corporation
19800 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 150
Irvine, California 92612
Tel: (949) 419-3200
william.hughes@marcusmillichap.com

Marcus & Millichap Capital Corporation
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National Retail Index Note: Employment and retail data forecasts for 2011 are based on the most up-to-date information available as of December 2010 
and are subject to change. 

Statistical Summary Note: Metro-level employment, vacancy, and annual asking and effective rents are year-end fi gures and are based on the most up-
to-date information available as of December 2010. Effective rent is equal to asking rent less concessions. Median prices and cap rates are a function of 
the age, class and geographic area of the properties trading and therefore may not be representative of the market as a whole. Forecasts for employment 
and retail data are made during the fourth quarter and represent estimates of future performance. No representation, warranty or guarantee, express of 
implied may be made as to the accuracy or reliability of the information contained herein.

Note: Averages and medians may be based on all property classes where available. Geographic market boundaries, survey samples, methodologies and 
data may change, affecting historical reporting basis and comparability with past reports or analyses. In the event of a basis change, historical data is 
recalculated. If you have any questions regarding a historical series or methodology, please contact John Chang at john.chang@marcusmillichap.com. The 
information contained in this report is deemed to be reliable. Every effort was made to obtain accurate and complete information; however, no representa-
tion, warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, may be made as to the accuracy or reliability of the information contained herein.

Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services, American Council of Life Insurers, Blue Chip Economic Indicators, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Cali-
fornia Employment Development Department, Commercial Mortgage Alert, CoStar Group Inc., Economy.com, Fannie Mae, Federal Reserve, Freddie 
Mac, International Council of Shopping Centers, Mortgage Bankers Association, National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries, National Retail 
Federation, NPD Group Inc., Real Capital Analytics, Reis, Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University, Standard & Poor’s, The Conference Board, Trepp, 
TWR/Dodge Pipeline, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, U.S. Treasury Department.

© Marcus & Millichap 2011
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Marcus & Millichap’s Research Services group utilizes a two-tiered approach of combining local mar-
ket research with national economic and real estate analysis to develop premier research services 
for real estate investors. Marcus & Millichap’s research capabilities are customized by property 

type to service the unique needs of owners and investors in various property sectors. Market reports are 
produced on a regular basis in addition to specifi c submarket and area analyses to support clients’ invest-
ment decisions.

Fact-Based Investment Strategies

Supply and Demand Analysis

■ Comprehensive retail property analyses are produced based on the latest data on new supply, vacancies, 
rents and sales trends tracked internally and through the most respected data sources in the industry. On 
the demand side, expansion and closure announcements by tenants are tracked regularly, as well as vital 
local and national economic and demographic indicators. This comprehensive approach enables our retail 
investment professionals to integrate all variables that impact retail property values for the benefi t of 
our clients.

Expert Financial Analysis

■ Our fi nancial analysts work closely with our retail investment experts to establish the current and future 
value of retail assets using custom models. Peer properties are analyzed in detail to establish rent, va-
cancy and other competing factors relating to valuation. In addition, retail projects under construction, 
recent retail property sales and comparable properties on the market are reviewed.

Tenant, Credit Analysis

■ Our team works closely with clients to create fi nancial analysis scenarios supporting acquisition, disposi-
tion and pricing strategies.

Customized Research and Consulting Services

■ Our national database of businesses allows our NRG professionals to analyze employment density, major 
employers at the local level, and employment by industry and/or business category to further determine 
the economic strength of specifi c trade areas. Access to various credit rating databases enables own-
ers and investors to evaluate the strength of key tenants and establish various re-tenanting options and 
property-positioning strategies within local markets.

For more information, contact:

Hessam Nadji
Senior Vice President, Managing Director, Research and Advisory Services
Marcus & Millichap
2999 Oak Road, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, California 94597
Tel: (925) 953-1700
hessam.nadji@marcusmillichap.com
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Market Reports by E-mail
Marcus & Millichap Research Services will continue to produce updates to this report and compile additional 
publications that will be available via e-mail. To receive our reports as fast as possible, register for our e-mail 
distribution network. As an e-mail subscriber, you will receive the latest, most comprehensive real estate mar-
ket research and forecasts, complete with easy-to-read charts detailing trends in the industry, all delivered in a 
convenient electronic format.

You can sign up for this service by selecting one of the following methods:

◆ Fax: Simply complete this page, and fax to 1-866-265-5896.
◆ E-mail: Send an e-mail with your contact information, your e-mail address and which reports you would 

like to receive to Research@MarcusMillichap.com. Please type “New Subscriber” or “Subscription Update” 
in the subject line.

◆ Internet: Visit www.MarcusMillichap.com and click “Research.”
◆ Mail: Complete the attached postage-paid reply card, and drop it in the mail.

E-mail Address:

Name:

Signature:

Reports/analyses you are interested in receiving (please check all that apply):

❏ Retail ❏ Retail ❏ Offi ce ❏ Single-Tenant ❏ Seniors Housing

❏ Industrial ❏ Self-Storage ❏ Hospitality ❏ Medical Offi ce ❏ Special Reports

Are you interested in receiving a submarket- or property-specifi c analysis? ❏ Yes ❏ No

❏ New subscription

❏ Please confi rm your contact information:

Name:

Company: 

Address: 

City: State: Zip: Tel: Fax:

Please tell us how you would rate this report: ❏ Excellent ❏ Good ❏ Fair ❏ Poor

Suggestions/comments:

Registration allows Marcus & Millichap to contact and/or send information related to real estate sales, trends and 
research to your home or business.

2398 E. Camelback Road, Suite 550 ◆ Phoenix, Arizona 85016
www.MarcusMillichap.com

(required for future mailings)

(as it appears on your label)
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